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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1The Problem
Once upon a time, sequencing the humangenome was only a major dream. Perhaps
with luck and enough pedigree datawe might be able to construct a linkage map of
genes on chromosomes. The idea that we would someday be able to read off the
sequence of bases which constituted an individual's genetic makeup sounded
beyond belief.
But revolutionary biochemical advances like the polymerase chain reaction in the
1970's changed the dream to a race and then toan enigma. What does a genetic
sequence mean? Can a human be summed up in a sentence of a billion characters
written in a four letter alphabet?
As usual we don't know how to answer these big questions. Insteadwe try to look
at a much simpler problem which may give us some hints about the bigger question
and may suggest what other small questions should be addressed next.
We can think of a genetic sequenceas a story written in an unknown language.
Our task is to figure out both the story and the language. A somewhat similar task
has faced archeologists when they have found inscriptions written in the dead
languages of antiquity. Several important techniques have proved useful in the
decipherment of these dead languages. If thereare descendent languages still used,2
then one may be able to look for similar wordsor sounds in both languages. A
historical record of the extant tonguemay suggest ways to extrapolate backwards to
the dead language.If one is extremely lucky, there may be inscriptions like the
Rosetta Stone with parallel texts in the unknown language and in known languages.
Of course, if the languages are different enoughsay Greek and hieroglyphic
then aligning one text against the othermay be non-trivial. Finding key points like
names in each text may give one a toehold to start aligning the two texts.
In analogy with the language example, geneticists have looked for key features.
The most obvious source of these features is thegenes which encode a known
protein. The correspondence between the three letter triplet code in DNA and the
corresponding amino acids was elucidated about 40years ago. So if one knows the
amino acid sequence of a protein,one could search a DNA string for the
corresponding base sequence. This is nota simple task, because several triplets
may code for the same amino acid and because a protein may be variable in its
amino acid sequence. Hence, at bestone is faced with making a 'partial' match,
that is, the two sequences are aligned allowingsome number of mismatches
between characters.
Luckily, people in computer science have addressed this problemsome years ago.
If one can assume that the differences between two stringsare local, that is, the
differencesaresubstitutions,insertions,anddeletions,thenthedynamic3
programming technique can lead to the design of efficient algorithmsto nearly
match strings. This approach is widely used in molecular biology. In particular,the
BLAST program may be used in concert with the GenBank databaseto search for a
string which represents a protein-producinggene. Unfortunately, this technique
only allows you to look for and find what GenBank already has. Furtheryou have
to look for one gene at a time.
A different approach is to align strings rather thanto match them. In an alignment
from string A to string B, we wanta function which takes the character at portion i
in string A and assigns it a corresponding characterat portion j in string B. Of
course, one would need some way to measure how good the alignment is.For
example, one would like the characters in A to be aligned with identicalcharacters
in B, but one might prefer alignments in which the relative order ofcharacters in A
is preserved in the characters in B with which these charactersare aligned.
As in matching, one has to allow forerrors in the alignment. So it comes as no
surprise that matching methods have been proposed for string alignment.But
having the matching assumptions of local changes (insertions, deletionsand
substitutions) come up against some biological facts. As shown by the classicwork
of McClintock, some genescan move or transpose. So for example, if a gene was
located at positions 1000 through 2000 in string A, thesame gene might occur at
positions 10500 through 11500 in string B. Further, nucleic acid stringsare subject4
to inversions in which a piece of the string is replaced by its reverse complement.
For example, the string ATCC has the reverse complement GGAT, that is the string
read backwards with the characters replaced by the Watson-Crick rules A--T,
GE--)C. Those two processes of translocation and inversionare non-local, so they
clearly break the assumed rules for edit-distance matching.
Will a reasonable algorithm be able to align strings? We believe thatno such
algorithm is possible, because various versions of the alignment problemare NP-
hard.For example, the problem of deciding whether a sequence can be
straightened out with k or fewer flips is NP complete, and finding the alignment
which optimizes an objective function is an NP-hard optimization problem fora
variety of objective functions.
Since the alignment problem is a non-local, hard optimization problem,we must
study heuristic methods.
1.2Outline of the Method
The walking tree method is a heuristic method for aligning twosequences.It is
heuristic in a sense which is different from other heuristics.For optimization
problems, the function to be optimized is usually well specified.If, as is often the
case, it is computationally difficult to find the optimum, heuristics are proposed
which attempt to find the optimum. One hopes that, and in same casesone can5
show that, the heuristic usually findsa solution which is close to the optimum
solution. In some cases, one can show that at worst the solution producedby the
heuristic is some fraction (or multiple) of the optimum value. In othercases one can
define a probability measure over the set of instances and show that the heuristic
produces the optimal value with a certain probabilityor that the expected value for
those heuristics is equal to the expected value for the optimum. But the situationsin
which proofs are known are relativelyrare. In many realistic situations, the
instances of the optimization problem that arise in practiceseem to have a special
structure that is very difficult to quantify. Further, these in-practice instancesseem
to differ from the worst case instance of the problem, and thereseems to be no way
to describe a probability measure which gives the appropriate high weight to the in-
practice instances.
In contrast to a problem with a well specified objective function,we are proposing
a heuristic method which finds an optimum but the function being optimized is
hidden in the heuristic. If our method producesan alignment, say F, and another
method produces an alignment,say G, then from the viewpoint of our heuristic F
must be at least as good as G. Of course, if one choosesa different objective
function, then G could be better than F with respect to thisnew objective function.
What is a biologically reasonable objective function? We don't know, and itseems
unlikely that we could ever know. The theory of evolution by natural selection tellsus that the environment (in the widest sense) drives evolution. That is, the physical
environment, biological resources, other species, and the competition within the
organism's own species together determine the evolutionarypressures on an
organism. A full understanding of thesepressures would require an incredibly
detailed history of the species and its environment
If there were a large database of known biological string alignments, it mightbe
reasonable to propose a learning algorithm which soughtto tease out from those
data the objective function being optimized. But, sincewe don't have this data, we
need another approach.
We start our alignment method by making assumptions similarto those used in
matching methods. We assume that thereare two strings: P, the pattern, and T, the
text. We want to find a function F, which maps pattern positions to text positions,
F:{ l,...,IPI} -){ 1, ...,ITI}, so that F(i) tells us the position in T to which position i
in P is aligned. Notice that this is by itsnature an asymmetric process. Given a
position in P we can find an aligned position in T, but notevery position in T needs
to have a position in P aligned with it.(Later when we are talking about distances,
we will have to address this asymmetry.)
As in the matching method, we want to give creditto an alignment which aligns
positions which contain the same characters, andwe want to penalize alignments7
which assign adjacent positions in P to positions in T whichare either out-of-order
or are far apart. We need a way to coordinate this first level information so that our
method can take a global view. Obviously this requires some sort of data structure
tostoreinformation. Of course,the data structure can only storepartial
information, because the number of possible alignments is very large.
The simplest structure that will allow global information to be synthesized is the
binary tree. A tree node can keep track of the best information received from its
two children, and as its children receive new information, the node can compare
this with its remembered information and decide whetheror not to update its
memory.
There are a number of ways in which we could acquire the first level information.
We decided that the simplest way was to associate each pattern character witha
leaf of the tree structure and to sequentially pass the structureacross the text string.
We decided to call our method the 'Walking tree' because this seemed to describe
the basic algorithm's idea and because in one episode of Monty Python, Michael
Palmled a search for a walking tree. As an added bonus,we later found that there
is a real biological walking tree and we included a picture of the botanical specimen
in the slides for our talks.8
In summary, our method walksa data structure with knowledge of one string across
another string. On the basis of remembered information and thecurrent text being
viewed, the data structure is updated, and whenevery pattern character has been
compared to every text character, the best alignmentscore and the best alignment
are reported.From this description, it is evident thatour method is at best an
O(PI*ITi) time method.
A major question addressed in this thesis is how to makeour method fast enough so
that it can practically align strings with aboutone billion characters each.
1.3An Example of the Walking Tree Method
an internal node
s: max score
p: the scan position where max_score occurs
a leaf node
w
S: max_score
p: the scan position where max_score occurs
w: a character in the pattern
Figure 1.1: The picture shows the information stored in the internal node and the leaf node.
This section illustrates, step by step, how the Walking Tree Methodcomputes the
alignment of the pattern string PABCD in the text string T=ABXXCD. In thisalignment example, a leaf node stores three values,s, p, and w (see Figure 1.1 and
Figure 1.2). Initially, s=O, p=O, andw is the i-th character of F, for the i-th leaf node
of the Walking Tree. If w matches the text's character that is currentlyscanned by
w, s is set to 3, and p is set to the current scan position; otherwise, ifs
GAP(currentpos, p), s is set to 0, andp is set to currentpos. currentpos is the
current scanning position. GAP(i, j) is a gap function to compute the penalty ofa
gap between two matches. In the example, for simplicity, GAP(i, j)=I i-j I
(0,0)
(0,0) 1 ((0,0)
(0,0)11(0,0) \((0,0) \((0,0)
IA BXX CDI
P = ABCD
T = ABXXCD -
Figure 1.2: This picture shows each leaf node stores a character of the pattern string P.
Before scanning, the initial s andp values of each node are 0.
An internal node stores two values,s, and p (see Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2). Every
character of the pattern string P is stored ina leaf node of the Walking Tree, e.g.,
the character A is stored in the 1st leaf node, B in the 2nI leaf node,C in the
3rdone,
and D in the4th(see Figure 1.2). Initially, both are 0. When scanning,s = max[
s.left + s.rightGAPp.left, p.right)min[ GAP(currentpos, p.left), GAP10
(currentpos, p.right) ], sGAP(currentpos, p)]. When s is updated with a new
value, p is set to currentpos. s.left and s.right are the current s values of the internal
node's left child node and right child node, respectively. p.left and p.right arep
values of the internal node's left child node and right child node.
when scan position=1
(0, 0)) when scan positiom2
(0, 0) ((0,0)' when scan position=3
(0,0)\((0,0) \((0,0) \((0,0)
B
A B X X C D
B XX CDI
BXXCDI
Figure 1.3: This picture shows the scores of the nodes are still 0, after the tree scans from
position I to position 3.
The Walking Tree scans the text string T, one character at a time (see Figure 1.3).
Then, update the leaf nodes' and internal nodes' scores at every scan position.
Since there is no match between any leaf node to the characters of the text stringup
to the scan position 3, the scores in the nodes are still 0 at that scan posiiton.
But, some nodes get new scores when the tree scans to position 4 because two of
the pattern's charaters, 'AB', match the same characters in the text (see Figure 1.4).11
When the tree scans to position 5, thescores are intact because the old scores are
still better even after gap penalties, comparedto the new scores (see Figure 1.5).
(6, 4)) when scan position=3
when scan position=4 (6,4) (0,0)
(3,4)(3,4)(0,0)(0,0)//
IA B X X CD I
B XXC DI
Figure 1.4: This picture shows the new scores in the tree when the treescans to position 4
where the pattern's AB matches the text's AB.
when scan position=4
(6, 4)
when scan position=5
IA BXX C
[ B X X C D
Figure 1.5: This picture shows old scores don't get updated by thenew scores because the
old scores are still better than the new ones even after subtracted bygap penalties.12
When the tree scans to position 6, two of the pattern's characters, 'CD', matchthe
same characters in the text (see Figure 1.6). The two leftmost leaf nodes getscores
of 0, because their old scores get bigger penaltiesat the current scanning position.
The two rightmost leaf nodes getscores of 3 because the character C in one of the
two leaf nodes matches the text's C, and the neighbor leaf node's stored character
D matches the text's D. The root nodesees a better score of its right child node; so,
it also updated its score to 9 which includes thegap penalty.
when scan position=5
B
'-.._
( B X C D
Figure 1.6: This picture shows the new scores in all the leaf nodes, and thenew score in
the right internal node, plus the root node.
The process continues until the leftmost leaf hits the end of the string. Inthe
example, the final alignment will be thesame, but the leaf values of nodes C and D
will be 0 because their old scores get bigger penaltiesat the final scanning position.13
1.4The Walking Tree Method's Objective Function
For the objective function thatwe want to approximately maximize, we want a
positive contribution when the character at position i in P is aligned witha similar
character at position x, in T. Leta(p(i),t(x,)) be the profit associated with the
similarity of the characters p(i) andt(x1). For simplicity, we can usea(p(i), t(x1))= 1
when the characters are identical anda(p(i),t(x,)) = 0 when the characters differ.
We also want a negative contribution to the function when thestring P is
rearranged to match T. When substrings of Pare rearranged, gaps are introduced
into the alignment and the profit of the alignment should be penalizedby a function
of the sizes of the gaps that were introduced. Given the alignment X, thesize of the
gap is Ix, x11 1I, e.g., the gap is zero when contiguous characters in Pare
mapped to contiguous characters in T. Sincewe are using absolute values to
compute the size of the gap, we can use the same measure fora "gap" when x <x1i
Insertion into P are represented by havinga gap between x and xi where x >x,1
+ 1. Since there is no penalty for mismatched characters, a deletion in P is handled
by inserting a gap betweenx and xwhere x1<x,1+ 1. We will use a
monotonically increasing gap penalty function, G(1), such that G(0)= 0. Our
objective functionF,has the form
tP
F(P, T, X) = [a(p(i),t(x,))G( I x1 1 I)].
i=O
We will refer to the value of the objective function fora particular alignment of P
in T as the score of the alignment. Finally, the stringto string rearrangement14
problem is: given a similarity functiona,a gap penalty function G, a text string T,
and a pattern P, find the alignment X that maximizes the objective functionF.
This objective function,F(P, T, X),is the approximation of the real function being
optimized, given by the Walking Tree;so that the root computes the formula
depending on the position of the Walking Tree and the bestscores and best
locations found by its two children, and that this method is recursivelyapplied
down to the leaves which only remember whether they have founda matching
character recently. Lemma 7.2 of Holloway's dissertation also showsthat the score
computed by the Walking Tree and thescore given by the F formula can differ by
at most twice the sum of the gap penalties.
1.5What was done earlier?
About a decade ago, Jim Holloway proposed the walkingtree method. He
compared the walking tree to the Smith-Waterman dynamic programmingmethod.
He showed that if the pattern wasa small string like an exon, then either method
could locate the small string withina large text string. But when he tried whole
genes which included bothintronsand exons,the walkingtreealigned
corresponding exons, but the dynamic programming method produced alignments
which did not align correspondingexons.15
In fact, the dynamic programming method mappedmost exons to intron sequences
(probably because they were closer together). On examples thatincluded
translocations (genesaredifferent order inthe two strings),the dynamic
programming method aligned some patterngenes with text genes, but it failed to
align corresponding genes, instead it aligned patterngenes with text genes in linear
order ignoring the identity of thegenes. The walking tree had no problem with
aligning almost every pattern gene with its correspondingtext gene even though the
text genes were in a different order.
As we mentioned earlier, besides being transposed,genes can also be inverted. To
handle this complication, Holloway made two copies of the walkingtree, one for
the pattern sequence and one for the invertedpattern sequence. Those two copies
were cross connected so that each internal node in the tree would receive
information both from its two children and from thetwo children of the
corresponding node in the other tree. This modification allowed the walkingtree to
find inversion and even inversions within inversions. As faras we know, this is still
the only alignment method whichcan detect more than one level of inversion.
Since Holloway's work, the dynamic programming method has been modifiedby a
similar duplication trick, but the methodcan only handle one level of inversion.
Holloway also demonstrated that this modified walkingtree could align both
inverted and transposed genes.16
Although the walking tree was designed to align gene sequences, itcan also be
used to align proteins, which are amino acid sequences. All that needs to be done is
to change the alphabet from the 4 characters for the bases to the 20 characters for
the amino acids. To show how this works, we aligned Cytochrome C from yeast
and from fruit fly. We also aligned the gene sequence corresponding to these
proteins. At the protein level the alignment was almost an exact identity match, i.e.
the amino acid sequences were very very similar. On the other hand, the DNA
sequences were less similar and even showed a translocation.
In other studies, we generated a random string and subjected it to some random
inversions and translocations. The walking tree produced an alignment which did
not exactly capture the inversions and translocations, but we noticed that the
problems seemed to be caused by a number of small spurious matches. Aftersome
mild filtering, i.e., matches of length less than 10 bases or with less than 60%
identity were deleted, all of the inversions and translocations except foran
inversion of size 10 were correctly aligned by the walking tree.
As we mentioned earlier, the alignment process is asymmetric, because the two
strings being aligned are treated differently. So to get a distance between strings,
one could use the first string as pattern and the second string as text and compute
an alignment score, and then use the second string as pattern and the first string as
text and compute another score. One could hope that the average of these scores17
could serve as a distance between strings. (There isa minor difficulty of converting
from a maximization problem to a minimization problem for family distances.)
Of course this computation may fail to givea "distance", because the triangle
inequality may not be satisfied.To testthis distance idea, we took 20
picornaviruses genomes, computed distances between them, and used these
distances to create a phylogenetic tree. The resultingtree separated these viruses
into four families that were consistent with classifications basedon other metrics.
We also found that 3 viruses thatare not obvious members of one of these families
were placed in different positions than those found by other classification methods.
We concluded that the walking tree had promise in making classificationbased on
global alignment which might differ from classifications basedon one or a few
genes.
For a computer method to be practical, it must be efficient inthe use of time and
memory space. One of the advantages of the walking tree is that it only needs
O(IPI) space to store the tree. The text being matched againstcan be kept on slower
external media and only has to be accessedonce. Dynamic programming needs to
store partial results, and, even with clever memory, uses O(ITI)space is required
So the walking tree has a space advantageover dynamic programming when the
text is much larger than the pattern string.ii:
The walking tree that only computes thescore can do so in time O(ITI * IPI), which
is the same time order as dynamic programming. A straighttiming comparison
showed that both methods took essentially thesame time. When inversion finding
isincluded, the walking tree takes about twiceas much time as dynamic
programming.
To compute alignments using the Walking Tree takes O(IPI*ITI*logIPI)time,
because best match locations have to be remembered and passed betweentree
nodes. Although Holloway conjectured and hadsome experimental evidence that
the logTl factor does not showup in practice, some of the experiments in this thesis
found that the factor was significant. One of the resultsin this thesis is a
modification of the walking tree to avoid thislogiTifactor. With further
modifications, we decrease the run time of the walkingtree to O(IPI *I log PI).
The obvious way to further reduce therun time is to use parallel processing.
Holloway presented a parallel version thatwas suitable for the SEQUENT
BALANCE, a shared memory multi-processor. He showed almost full speedup
with 20 processors. A major contribution of this thesis is the redesignof the
walking tree so that it can efficientlyuse clusters of processors by cutting down the
amount of communication between processors.1.6The Distributed Parallel Model used in Experiments
There are many models of parallel computation. As I mentioned earlier,Holloway
designed a parallel algorithm for a sharedmemory model. In this model each
processor reads and writes to a common memory. Some computers like the Sequent
Balance are reasonably described by this model. In recentyears, shared memory
machines have been replaced by clusters of fast microprocessors. Theseprocessors
are connected by some sort of an interconnection network. At one extreme this
network is a cross-bar which allowsevery processor to communicate directly with
every other processor. At another extreme this network is a bus which only allows
one message to be sent at a time. So, if both processors A and B want to senda
message to processor C, then these messages must be sent serially, i.e., A sends to
C and then B sends to C, or B sends to C and then A sendsto C. If the bus is much
faster than the processors, this serialization of communication willbe unnoticeable.
But, if the processors are much faster than the bus, the communication timewill
dominate the computation time and theprocessors will spend most of their time
waiting to send or receive messages. After lookingat several clusters that were
likely to run my programs, I decidedto use the slow bus/fast processor as my
model of parallel computation. To makemy parallel algorithms practical on the
slow bus/fast processor model, I had to cut the number ofmessages sent between
processors.20
The leaves of the tree computed by a
CPU are roots of the subtrees computed
by other CPUs at the same level. P(i) is
a workstation or a CPU.
Figure 1.7: This picture shows the CPU assignment for parallelization.Let P(i) be a
workstation or a CPU. The master CPU, P(0), computes the tree from theroot down to a
certain depth. Let the tree computed by P(0) be named "Master Tree." Then the leavesof
the Master Tree will be roots of the subtrees assignedto the slave CPUs, P(1), P(2), P(3),
etc. Let the tree computed by a slave CPU be named "Slave Tree." Each Slave CPU
updates the root of its own Slave Tree, and sends the root's informationto P(0) which will
update the Master Tree's leaves by collecting results sent by slave CPUs.Certainly, a
Slave Tree can also have its own Slave Trees, recursively.
The data structure of the Walking Tree isa binary tree, and an internal node's score
and position depend only on those of itstwo child nodes. Since the number of
network CPUs is much smaller than the total number oftree nodes, a CPU is
assigned to compute a cluster of tree nodes, i.e., each ofan internal node's two
subtrees of the same size is computed bya separate CPU, recursively (see Figure
1.7). Figure 1.8 shows that a CPU is assignedto compute a cluster of nodes of size
3. Each cluster is marked with thesame CPU number, e.g., nodes marked "4" are21
computed by CPU '4'. CPU '4' collects scores and positions from the CPUs '17',
'18', '19', and '20', and use them to compute the score and position of the root of
the cluster assigned to the CPU '4', then the values will be collected by CPU '0'.
Figure 1.8: This is an example of the network CPU assignment for our experiments. Nodes
computed by the same CPU are marked using the same number, e.g., nodes computed by
CPU '0' are marked '0'
1.7What did each paper accomplish?
This dissertation includes my three major papers, each of which isa milestone in
the advance of the Walking Tree Method. The major accomplishments in the 1st
paper (published in Supercomputing Conference 1999) are the followings:
eThe worst case sequential runtime of constructing alignments is reduced from
O(IPI*ITI*logIPI) to 9(IPI*ITI).
The sequential method's worst case space usage for constructing alignments is
reduced from 8(IPI * log IPI) to E(IPI * (log lPI)') for runtime B(k * IPI * ITt).
The parallel method's worst case runtime is reduced from ®(ITI * IPI) to 9(ITI).
The inter-CPU communication cost is reduced.22
A parallel distributed version is implementedto make the 1-million-base-pair
alignment a one day operation bya cluster of 33 Linux workstations that have
66 Pentium II CPUs. This implementationuses the MPI standard; so, it can run
on almost any Unix workstation. Besides the main improvements mentioned in
the paper, the implementation employs techniques used inRISC CPUs, e.g.,
overlap the communication and computation ina conceptual pipeline in which
techniques such as loop unrolling and delayed executionare utilized to ensure
smoothness of the pipeline.
The main goal in this paper is to createa parallel distributed version of the Walking
Tree Method that can scale upas both the size of the problem and the number of
processors increase. The improvement for the parallel version also led to the
discoveryof afasterand more spaceefficientsequentialversion.The
improvements were based on two simple ideas: 1) avoid alignmentcopying by
scanning the text string more times, 2)save snapshots of the running process, and
use them to re-start the process from any saved snapshot to avoid a fresh start.
To fairly compare the original andnew method's performance, we normalized their
speeds for 1 CPU, and then used the normalized speeds for thenew methods for
more CPUs. The number of network packets sent between workstationscan be
easily monitored by a Sun workstation's utility called "dtperf'. Wefound that the
original method exhibited heavy and irregular network load, while thenew method23
showed a very low and stable load. We also checked that thenew method generated
the correct results by comparing its alignmentsto those done by the original
method.
This new method allows us to explore alignments betweenwhole bacteria genomes
in reasonable time. For largergenomes, we still need either more CPUs or another
algorithmic improvement.
The major accomplishments in the 2paper are (published in Pacific Symposium
on Biocomputing 2001) are the followings:
Two complete bacteria genomeswere downloaded from GenBank and the
alignment between them was computed using the Walking TreeMethod. The
two bacteria are Borrelia burgdorferi (910724 base pairs) and Chiamydia
trachomatis (1042519 base pairs).
A program was implemented to automaticallygroup the point-to-point Walking
Tree alignments into regions.
Programs were implemented toparse the GenBank data into (region, annotated
gene) pairs, and compare these pairs to the result of the Walking Treeto report
the regions found by both the Walking Tree and GenBank, andregions found
only by the Walking Tree or only by GenBank.
It's verified that the Walking Tree result shows bothgene translocations and
inversions.24
It's confirmed that the Walking Tree Methodcan be used for large genomes of
1 million base pairs for gene discovery and verification.
Alignments of 1 million base pairs can't be analyzed by hand.We developed a
program to group the point-to-point alignments into regions; then we developeda
region fusion program to group the neighborhood regions intoa bigger region. We
also developed programs to compute the overlaps of the Walking Treeregions and
the GenBank annotated gene regions and thepercentage of the overlaps. The work
in this paper automated theprocess of analyzing alignments.
The major accomplishments in the 3paper are (published in Technical Report 02-
20-02, Computer Science Department, Oregon State University,2002, and also
accepted by SC12003) the foflowings:
The worst case sequential runtime is reduced from OOPI * ITt)to(IPI * ITt /
logiPI) using a technique thatwe called the "Recurrence Reduction" and which
is similar to the "Four Russians" technique.
The space usage is reduced by restructuring the originaltree, which contains
both the pattern string and its inversion, to contain only thepattern string.
Unlike the original tree that scans the text string but doesn'tscan its inversion,
the new tree scans both the text string and its inversion.
A sequential version is implemented, whichcan complete alignments of 1
million base pairs in 1 day using justone 3GHz Pentium IV processor.25
A parallel distributed version is implemented, whichcan perform alignments of
8 million base pairs in one week usinga cluster of 66 Pentium II processors.
The existence of a faster sequential version withrun time of 8(IPI*ITI /
(log1P)2)is speculated.
The alignment of two completegenomes, M. Genitalium and Chiamydia, was
computed and analyzed, and the result showsmany matches between Walking
Tree and GenBank. The main reason for this good result is that bothgenomes
have less putative genes.
The original attempt of the workwas to double the speed of the improved Walking
Tree method by computing two adjacent leaf nodes simultaneouslyrather than
separately. At the beginning, we used the technique "computea byte at a time
rather than compute a bit at a time". Later,we found that more leaf nodes can be
combined into a big leaf node, anda lookup table was used to store the big leaf's
result to eliminate re-computing. More importantly,we proved that this fast method
runs in sub-quadratic time if we set the big leaf's size to be one fourth of the log of
the pattern string size. This discoverymeans we can align much bigger genomes
without adding more CPUs.
The best theoretical runtime of the "Four Russians" techniqueis O(IPI * ITI /
(logIPI)2). So, the fast WalkingTree method may have another improvement yet to26
be discovered. Since the pattern has been already condensedin this improvement,
future improvement may need to condense thetext string.
Here is a comparison of theresources required by all Walking Tree Methods when
computing alignments:
Method Worst Sequential Runtime Space Usage
Original Methods (IPI*TI*logiPi) e(IPI*logiPi)
Improved Methods
(IPI*ITI) (IPl*logiPi)
(IPI*ITI*loghlog2lP!) (!PI* h)
Fast Methods (lPI*ITI/logiPi) ®(IPI*logIPi)27
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1. Abstract
Approximate string matching is commonly used to align geneticsequences (DNA
or RNA) to determine their shared characteristics. Most genetic string matching
methods are based on the edit-distance model, which doesnot provide alignments
for inversions and translocations.Recently, a heuristic called the Walking Tree
Method [3, 4, 5] has been developed to solve this problem. Unlikeother heuristics,
it can handle more than one level of inversion, i.e., inversionswithin inversions.
Furthermore, it tends to capture the matched strings'genes, while other heuristics
fail.There are two versions of the original walking tree heuristics: thescore
version gives only the alignmentscore, and the alignment version gives both the
score and the alignment mapping between the strings. The score versionruns in
quadratic time and uses linearspace, while the alignment version uses an extra log
factor for time and space.29
In this paper, we will briefly describe the walkingtree method and the original
sequential and parallel algorithms.We will explain why different parallel
algorithms are needed for a network of workstations ratherthan the original
algorithm which worked wellon a symmetric multi-processor. Our improved
parallel method also led to a quadratic time sequential algorithmthat uses less
space.We give an example of our parallel method.We describe several
experiments that show speedup linear in the number ofprocessors, but eventual
drop off in speedup as the communication networksaturates.For big enough
strings, we found linear speedup for allprocessors we had available. These results
suggest that our improved parallel method will scaleup as both the size of the
problem and the number of processors increase. We includetwo figures that use
real biological data and show that the walkingtree methods can find translocations
and inversions in DNA sequences and also discover unknowngenes.
Keywords: sequence alignment,genome alignment, heuristic, inversions, dynamic
programming, translocations, walking tree, parallel algorithm
2. Related Work
Most biological string matching methodsare based on the edit-distance model [15].
These methods assume that changes between stringsoccur locally. But, evidence
shows that large scale changesare possible [7]. For example, large pieces of DNA
can be moved from one location to another (translocations),or replaced by their
reversed complements (inversions).Schoniger and Waterman [14] extended the30
edit-distance model to handle inversions, but their method handledonly one level
of inversion. Hannenhalli's algorithm [10] for the "translocation"problem runs in
polynomial time, but it requiresgene locations to be known. Furthermore, it seems
unlikely that any simple model will be ableto capture the minimum biologically
correct distance between two strings.In alllikelihood, finding the fewest
operations that have to be applied toone string to obtain another string will
probably require trying all possiblesequences of operations.Trying all possible
sequences is computationally intractable. This intractability has been confirmed by
a recent proof by Caprara [2] that determining the minimum number of flips needed
to sort a sequence is an NP-complete problem. Although signed flipscan be sorted
in polynomial time [11], apparently,we need a method that can handle insertions,
deletions, substitutions, translocations, and inversions altogether.The Walking
Tree heuristic handles translocations and multi-level inversions well, andalso tends
to highlight genes [3, 4, 51.
3. The Walking Tree Methods
3.1 The Basic Method
The problem is to find an approximate biologically reasonablealignment between
two strings, one called pattern P, and the other called text T. Our metaphor isto
consider the data structure as a walking tree [13] with IPI leaves,one for each
character in the pattern. When the walkingtree is considering position 1 + 1, the
internal nodes remember some of the information for the best alignmentwithin the31
first I characters for the text (see Figure 2.1).On the basis of this remembered
information and the comparisons of the leaves with thetext characters under them,
the leaves update their information andpass this information to their parents. The
data will percolate up to the root wherea new best score is calculated. The tree can
then walk to the next position by moving each of its leavesone character to the
right. The whole text has been processed when the leftmost leaf of thewalking tree
has processed the rightmost character of thetext.
the pattern
string
the Walking Tree
with its leaves filled by
characters of a pattern string
the tree moves
to the right
one character
at a time
--IATTGC.... CTGGA
I
III I I III I I
. .GATT.A..TGCA..A.. . ..
the text string being scanned by the Walking Tree
Figure 2.1: This picture shows the walking tree'sstructure, a binary tree. Leaves of the tree contain
the characters of the pattern string P. After comparing each leaf witha corresponding character of
the text string, the walking tree updates its nodes withnew scores, then moves to the next position
by moving each of its leaves one characterto the right. Then it repeats the leaf comparison, and
updates its node scores until it reaches the end of the text string.
To define a scoring system that capturessome biological intuitions, we use a
function that gives a positive contribution basedon the similarity between aligned32
characters and a negative contribution that is relatedto the number and length of
gaps, translocations, and inversions. A gap in an alignment occurs when adjacent
characters in the pattern are aligned with non-adjacent characters in thetext. The
length of the gap is the number of characters between thenon-adjacent characters
in the text.
The computation at each leaf node makesuse of two functions, MATCH and GAP.
MATCH looks at the current text character andcompares it with the pattern
character represented by the leaf. In the simplestcase we use
MATCH(P1, T)=cif P,=T3
MATCH(P1, T) =0if P,T
For many of our examples weuse c=2. If we were matching amino acid strings,
then MATCH could return a value dependingon how similar the two compared
amino acids are. There are standard methods like PAM (point acceptedmutation)
matrices for scoring this similarity.
If we only used the MATCH function, the leaves would simply rememberif they
had ever seen a matching character in thetext. We use the GAP function to
penalize the match for being far from thecurrent position of the tree. So the leaf33
needs to remember both if it founda match and the position of the walking tree
when it found a match. For example,a simple GAP function could be:
GAP(currentpos, pos)log Icurrentpospost,
where currentpos is the current position of the walkingtree, and pos is the position
at which the walking tree found a match. Then the leaf couldcompute
SCORE = maxil MATCH(P1, T3), SCORE GAP(currentpos, pos)]
and update pos to currentpos if MATCH is maximal. Thismeans that a leaf will
forget an actual match if it occurred far from thecurrent position.
An internal node will only look at what it is rememberingand at what its children
have computed. Like a leaf node, the internal nodecomputes
SCORE GAP(currentpos, pos)
which depends on what the node is remembering. From itstwo children, the node
computes
SCORE.left + SCORE.rightGAP(pos.left, pos.right).
This will penalize the sum of the children'sscores because the position for the two
scores may be different.But, the internal node also has to penalize thisscore34
because the left or right positionmay be far from the current position, so it also
subtracts
min[ GAP(currentpos, pos.left), GAP (currentpos, pos.right)].
The internal node will keep the better of thescore from its remembered data and
the score computed from its children.
The walking tree will be computinga score for the current position of the tree.It is
possible that it could forget a betterscore that was far from the present position. To
avoid this problem, we adda special root node which simply keeps track of the best
score seen so far.
In short, the walking tree findsan alignmentf so that
f:[1,...,IPII[l,...,ITI]
The alignment found approximately maximizes
IPI IP(-1
MATCH(PI,Tf(1))E GAP(f(i),f(i + 1)).
i=1
The actual functional being maximized is best described bythe method itself and
has no simple formula.Among other reasons, the above formula is onlyan
approximation because the method tries to break strings into substringswhose
lengths are powers of 2, even when using other lengths wouldincrease the value of
this formula.35
3.2 Performance Characteristics
The basic method computes thescore of an alignment with no inversions.The
method can be modified 1) to computea better placement of gaps, 2) to construct
the alignment, and 3) to use inversions in the alignment.The extensions to the
basic method may be used individuallyor in combination. The detailed description
of the resource usage of the methodcan be found in Cull and Holloway's papers [3,
4]:
The method will execute in time proportionalto the product of the length of the
text and the length of the pattern.
The work space used is proportional to the length of thepattern.The work
space used is independent of the length of the text.
The method underestimates the actual alignmentscore of a pattern at a given
position in the text by, at most, thesum of the gap penalties in the alignment at
that position.
To construct the alignment,a parent node has to replace its current alignment by
concatenating the alignments from its children whenever itobserves a better score.
The resource usage for constructingan alignment is
In the worst case, the method to construct the alignment willrun in
O(ITI*IPI*logIPl) time givena text string T and a pattern string P. In practice,
alignmentconstructiontakes(IPI*iTI)time,asthelogiPifactorfor
constructing the alignment does notappear since a "better" alignment, requiring36
that the best alignment be updated, is only rarely foundas the walking tree
moves along the text.
Work space of E(PI*logIPI) is used to constructan alignment given a text string
T and a pattern P.
The method never needs to go backwards in the text.
3.3 Adjusting Gaps
The basic method places gaps close to theirproper positions. If we use the method
to align the string "ABCDEF" in the string "ABCXXDEF" thegap may be placed
between 'B' and 'C', rather than between 'C' and 'D'.This is a result of the
halving behavior of the basic method. By searching in the vicinityof the position
that the basic method placesa gap, we can find any increase in score that can be
obtained by sliding the gap to the left and right.The cost of finding better
placements of the gaps is a factor of logiPi increase in runtime,since at each node
we have to search a region of the text of length proportional to the size of the
substring represented by the node.
3.4 Including Inversions
An inversion occurs whena string, such as PiPi+1...P1'is reversed and
complemented givingjj...,.We use j, to indicate the complement ofp (e.g.
A4-T and GE-*C for DNA.) The basic methodcan be modified to find alignments
when substrings of the pattern need to be invertedto match substrings of the text.
The idea is to invert the pattern andmove a walking tree of the inverted pattern37
along the text in parallel with the walkingtree of the original pattern. When the
match score of a region of the inverted pattern is sufficiently higherthan the match
score of the corresponding region of the pattern, the region of the inverted pattern is
used to compute the alignmentscore.The introduction of an inversion can be
penalized using a function similar to thegap penalty function. Running both the
pattern and the inverted pattern doubles the run time.
Note that inversions are incorporated into both the walkingtree and the inverted
walking tree so that it is possible to have inversions nested withina larger inverted
substring.
3.5Parallelization
Figure 2.2: This picture shows the parallelization of the walkingtree method. Given one processor
per node of the tree, each child sends its current information to its parent;so a parent can update its
best score and scan position by the information. Since thetree is Iog2IPt high, O(log2lPl) startup time
is needed for the root to receive its first information fromleaves. After the startup time, all nodes
work simultaneously; so. each text scan step takes 0(1) time. Thescore version's parallel runtime
is O(log2lPI+T), i.e.,0(ITI)because TIP1. The alignment version may take longer because a
child can't send messages to its parent if theparent is occupied copying an alignment.38
The binary tree structure of the Walking Tree makes itextremely easy to
implement a parallel version.Furthermore, it can use less expensive vector
processors, because each node of the tree does the same operations at each scanning
position. Each parent node of the walking tree simultaneously updatesits score and
position whenever it observesa better score.Given(IPI) processors, the score
version runs in O(1T) time (see Figure 2.2.)
However, the alignment version's parallel runtimecan be as bad as ®(ITI * IPI) if
each parent node has to copy the alignments from its children, andif it can't do
other operations until the alignment copying is done.Although the frequent
alignment copying is rare, there arecases in which it occurs at every scanning
position, e.g., when the pattern string is thesame as the text string.
4. Our Improvements
4.1 Why Are Our Improvements Needed?
In a multi-processor computer, eachprocessor usually has a dedicated data channel
toaccessshared memory.Allprocessorscanaccessshared memory
simultaneously. Such machines are often modeledas PRAMs [8], but the PRAM
model is considered unrealistic [1, 6] because itassumes unlimited bandwidth and
free inter-processor communication. Moreover, there isno shared memory in a
network of workstations where onlyone processor can access non-local memory at
a time via the network which in turn can carry only onemessage at a time. The fact39
that the network bandwidth is limited isnot a serious threat if we can efficiently
overlap computation and communicationso that communication won't delay
computation.However, if communication delays computation, this overlapping
idea can't improve the speed.So, we need solutions that truly minimize the
network traffic for cases in which the alignment copyingcreates nearly O(IPI * ITI)
network messages, which could overload the limited networkbandwidth. Since the
network can carry only one message ata time, O(IPI * IT!) network messages mean
O(!PI * ITI) run time, whichmeans no parallelization at all.
To achieve a reasonable network parallelization, the alignmentcopying has to be
eliminated, which is what our improvements will do.Surprisingly, our attempt to
minimize the network traffic ledus to discover a sequential version that uses only
®(IPI *(log2lPI)"2)space, but runs in(ITI * P1) time. This improves the(IPI *
log2IPI) space usage and the(!TI * P1 * log2lPl) worst case runtime for the original
sequential algorithm.From this new sequential version, it is easy to designa
network parallel version.
4.2 The Sequential Version
The alignment copying problem is caused byparent nodes attempting to copy their
children's alignments whenever theysee better ones (see Figure 2.3). To avoid
such copying, an intuitive solution is to letparent nodes know exactly when to copy
the best alignments instead of frequently replacing existingones with better ones.40
Figure 2.3: In the original alignment method, when the parent node X updates its bestscore, it also
reconstructs its current alignment by concatenating the two alignments it copies from its children
(node Y and node Z). This alignment copyingcan be avoided by knowing exactly when to copy the
alignments that contribute to the best overall alignment in theroot node, i.e., we have to know
whether a node's score update is related to the best overall alignment.
4.2.1 Method Naïve: ®(ITI * IPI * log2IPI) Runtime and(IPI) Space
To find exactly when a parent node copies the alignment that contributesto the best
whole alignment, we can run the walking tree method with its alignmentcopying
disabled for the tree rooted at the root node and find the scanning position,i,
where the root updates its bestscore (e.g., the position i(a) at Figure 2.4.) So, the
two alignments that the root concatenated into the best alignmentmust be
manufactured at the root's children no later than Then, we can rerun the same
walking tree method, scanning from the beginningto ifor the left subtree and the
right subtree to find out at which scanning positions thelatest alignments are
manufactured at the subtrees' roots. Once the scanning positionsare known, we
can use them as the endings of the scan range and run the same walking tree
method for the subtrees' subtrees recursively until each node knows thescanning
position where it updates its alignment that contributesto the best alignment at the41
root. Each scan for a IPI node subtree takes O(IPI * ITI) time.So, the sequential
runtime of this naïve approach will be Time(IPI, ITI)= 2* Time(IPI / 2, IT!)+
constant * P1 * ITI. By induction, Time(IPI, Ti)= 9(IPI* TI * log2lPI).
2xd
TJ
Figure 2.4: This picture demonstrates Method Naïve. Let Tree(X)be the walking tree rooted at
node X."a-b-c-d-e" is a depth-first path of Tree(a).First, Tree(a) scans the entire text T, from
position 0 to ITI, and finds the position i(a) where the best overallscore occurs for node a.Then,
Tree(b) scans T, from position 0 to i(a), and finds i(b) where node b lastupdates its score which
contributes to a's best overall alignment. Tree(c)scans T, and finds i(c) is where node c updates its
latest score and alignment in the scan range from 0to i(b). This alignment would later be copied by
node b, and then copied by node a via node bas a's best overall alignment. Eventually, we come to
scan a one-node walking tree (a leaf) on T, and find i(leaf) where the leaf aligns witha position of T,
contributing to a's best overall alignment.So, once every i(leaf) is known, the best overall
alignment is known.42
4.2.2Sequential Method A: ®(ITI*IPI*loghlog2PI) Runtime and ®(IPI
*h) Space
Method Naïve is slow because it scans the entiretext string for each subtree. By
letting each node remember its state (see Figure2.5),we can guarantee tB(ITI*IPI*
loghlog2lPt) sequential runtime using only B(1PIh) space (see Figure 2.6), where h
is an integer, and 2hlog2JPl. Note that if h=(log2IPI)112, this methoduses only
(ITI * P1 *(log2IPI)1"2)space and runs in(ITI**2) time, i.e., it improves the
original'sspaceusage and worst case runtime by factors of(log2IPI)"2 and log2IPI,
respectively!
the text scannedso far
JJWa1kin Tree
J
nax score &
Method score's position
current
scanning
position
ATGCAA I.....
the text to be scanned
the memorized state at
the scanning position
Wa&ing Tree nax score &
Method score' s position
Figure2.5:We use a technique similar to recoveringa crashed program by saving its state before
crashes. The memorized states record the states of the walkingtree and the corresponding scanning
positions of the text string. Once we have the recorded information,we can scan the text from the
position we have memorized to avoid scanning from the first position of thetext.43
The Original Walking Tree Method The New Walking Tree Method DO:
DO:
Memorize the state of the walking tree at
FORALL parents nodes DO: every (ITI I h) scanning position.
FORALL parent nodes DO:
If a parent node calculates a better
score from its children's scores and If a parent node calculates a better score
positions,itcopiesitschildren's from its children's scores and positions, it
alignments. copies itschildren'salignment
manufacturedates,i.e.,thescanning
positions where new alignments occur.
END{FORALL}
Move the walking tree one character to END{FORALL
the right of the text string. Move the walking tree one character to the
UNTIL the walking tree moves to the end right of the text string.
of the text string. UNTIL the walking tree moves to the end of the
text string.
Do the above for the root's subtrees, then their
subtrees recursivelyuntilallleaf children's
alignment manufacture dates are recorded. The
text scanning range starts from the beginning to
the recorded manufacture dates; but can start
from one of the recorded states if it provides a
shorter text scan.
Figure 2.6: This figure shows the comparison of the original andthe new Walking Tree
Methods. Note there is no alignment copying in thenew method's "FORALL" loop.
Because each node can remember itsstate at a particular scanning position, the
walking tree doesn't need a fresh start. Instead, itcan start the walking tree method
from the scanning position it remembers.This technique is like recovering a
crashed program from somewherenear where it crashed by saving itsstate
periodically. For example, if h= 2, let each node in the tree remember its state at
the middle scanning position of the firstrun of the walking tree method (see Figure
2.7). So, if we want to find out when the root's childrencopy alignments, we can
start the method from the recorded middle scanning position for each ofthe root's
two subtrees if the children's alignment update for the rootoccurs at or after the44
middle scanning position.Otherwise, we can start fresh from the first scanning
position.So, the text scanning is cut in half (see Figure 2.7.)The worst case
sequential runtime of this approach is B(ITI * P1 * loghlog2lPI). This performance is
explained in the section 4.3.1.
memorize the state when
at the middle of a scan
middle(i)
F I
two intervals
middle(i+1
/ i
middle(j)
A later run starts from one of the previously memorized
positions, middle(j); then, memorizes the state when at
the scan's middle position, middle(i+l)
Figure 2.7: This picture shows the scheme we call Method A, for the case when h= 2. In any scan,
a subtree can start from one of the memorized states and can memorize the state at the middle
scanning position. The initial memorized state is the one at the 0th position. Ofcourse, a subtree
can't memorize or see the states of its siblings, i.e., it can only memorize or see the nodes within the
same subtree.
The space needed for parent nodes to store alignments theycopy from their
children is no longer necessary. Each leaf node now knows exactly when it copies
the alignment that contributes to the best one in the root, i.e.,every piece of the best
alignment is stored in the corresponding leaf node. Since the space ofa memorized
state can be reused by subtrees of the same size, and there is only one subtree
computed at a time in a depth-first-search fashion, the total spaceusage for45
memorized subtree states is Space(IPI)= Space(IPI I 2) + constant * iPI * h. By
induction, Space(IPI) = O(IP! * h) (see Figure 2.8.)
A
Tree (F) H Tree(E) H
HTree(D)__01
H Tree(C)
H Tree (B)
Tree (A)
Figure 2.8: This picture shows Method A'sspace usage. In the sequential version, we first compute
node A's position that contributes to the best overall alignment by running the firstround of the new
walking tree alignment on the entire text string.After the first round, we know the manufacture
dates of the alignments that node A copied from its children. Using these datesas the new scanning
range for the text string, we run the second round of the method on Tree(B) to get the manufacture
dates that node B copies from its children. Then,we run the third round of the method on Tree(C),
and so on. We eventually know the manufactured date in the leaf node, G.Since this is a binary
tree, Tree(A) is twice the size of Tree(B), Tree(B) is twice the size of Tree(C), andso on. There are
onlyhmemorized states created for each subtree in the depth-first-search path, and thespace of a
memorized state can be reused by other subtrees of thesame size.Thus, the total space used by
memory states is Space(IPI) = Space(IPI / 2) + constant * P1* h = @(IPI * h).The total space for the
parallel version is Space(IPI) = 2 * Space(IPI I 2)+ constant * P1* h = O(IPI *log2IPl* h)because
both subtrees of the same parent are computed simultaneously.46
4.2.3 Sequential Method B: ®(ITI Fl) Runtime and(IPl log2lPl) Space
At the first run of the walking tree method, Method B memorizeslog2IPI states, one
state per (IT! / log2IPI) scanning positions, then uses these memorizedstates for later
runs (see Figure 2.9.) No state memorization is necessary in later runs.Since a
subtree can scan from one of the log2IPi memorizedstates, the runtime will be
((ITI / log2IPI) * N) for any laterrun of an N-node subtree, where N = 2'1, and k
= 0, 1, 2, ...,log2IPI.Since there are (IPI / (N + 1)) N-node subtrees, the total
runtime for such subtrees will be(IPI * IT! I log2IPI). So, the total runtime of all
subtrees will be O((IPI * IT! / log2IPI) * log2IPI)=(IPl * TI). Since(IPI) space is
required for each memorized state, and thereare log2IPI states to memorize, the
total space usage is(IPI * log2IPI).
memorize logIPi states at the 1St run
tree tree
I I
I-'- logIPI equal intervals
AA /tree\/tre\
jump to a memorized position that
provides the shortest scan for a later run
Figure 2.9: This picture shows Method B's scheme. In the firstrun of the Walking Tree method,
the tree state is memorized at every (ITI / log2lPl) scanning position, i.e.,log2IPI memorized states in
total. For later runs, no state memorization is required. A laterrun directly starts from one of the
memorized states to shorten the scan.47
4.3 The Parallel Version
4.3.1 Parallel Method A: e(ITIloghlog2(P() Runtime and e(h*1P1Iog2P)
Space
Parallel Method A is intended to deduce Sequential MethodA's worst case
runtime. This method is essentially thesame as Sequential Method A (see Figure
2.7), except that all nodes work in parallel (see Figure 2.2.)In addition, this
parallel method easily explains Sequential Method A's runtime complexity.Since
both child subtrees of a parent X will simultaneouslyscan the text after Tree(X)
scans the text,hmemory states will be needed for each of both child subtrees. So,
the space usage of this method will be ParallelSpace(IPI)= 2* ParallelSpace(IPI / 2)
+ constant *P1 * h.By induction, ParallelSpace(IPI) = e(IP! * log2IPI* h)(see
Figure 2.8.)
Since the tree state is memorized atevery (ITI/ h)scanning position, each text scan
of a subtree createshequal length intervals for later scans of other subtrees ina
depth-first path (see Figure 2.7.) For example, if the first subtree'stext scan length
is I'D, h text scans of length (ITI / h) will be needed for laterruns in the worst case,
because later runs can start fromone of thehmemorized positions, probably all of
them. So, thehtext scans of length (I'DI h)probably further create h2 text scans of
length(IT! Ih2). In theworst case, the text scan lengths will be one of lengthITI, h
scans of length (IT! /h), h2scans of length (IT! I h2),...,andhkscans of length (ITI I
hk):there are (1 +h + + ... +hk)scans in total.Since these scan lengths are
created by subtrees in a depth-first path whose depth is log2IPI, thetotal number of48
scans in the path will be (h1 1)=log2IPI, i.e., kloghlog2lPl. Recall that each
subtree's text scan incurs a O(log2IPl)start up runtime cost (see Figure 2.2),
assuming O(IPI) processorsare used, one per node of the walking tree.So, the
O((log2IPI)2) startup runtime cost is needed in a depth-first path, because each of
thelog2IPIsubtrees in the path needs a e(IogIPI) startup runtime.Without the
startup cost, the total text scan runtime in the depth-first path is(iTI + h*(ITI / h)
+ h2* (ITI/ h2) +...+ hk* (ITI/ hk))= O(ITI * k). So,if including the start up cost,
the total runtime of scans of all subtrees ina depth-first path is e((log2IPI)2) + ®(ITI
*k)= O(ITI * k) = 9(ITI *loghlog2lPl) because TI P1and kloghlog2lPl. Since
all other depth-first paths have thesame worst case runtime, this parallel method's
runtime will be(ITi*loghlog2lPl), assuming(IPI) processors are used.An
example of the worst case scenario is shown in Figure 2.10.
Since this method's worstcase parallel runtime is ®(ITI*loghlog2lPl) for IPI
processors, its sequential runtime will be no worse than O(IPI*ITI*loghlog2lPl).
Since Figure 2.10 is an example of theworst case, if examples of this type run by
Sequential Method A also requires at least(ITI*loghlog2IPI) time, then Sequential
Method A runs in B(ITI*log11og2IPt) time, because all other cases should beno
slower than the worst case. Let Tree(X) be thetree rooted at node X, Size(X) be
the number of nodes of Tree(X), and Scan(X) be thetext scan length of Tree(X). Th
Figure 2.10, Size(a)=2*Size(b), Size(b)=2*Size(c), and so on. Also, there is
only one tree of such a size of Tree(a), onlytwo trees of such a size of Tree(b), only49
four trees of such a size of Tree(c), andso on.So, the total runtime should be
SequentialTimeA = (Size(a) * Scan(a)+ 2 * Size(b) * Scan(b) + 4 * Size(c) *
Scan(c) +...) = Size(a) * (Scan(a) + Scan(b) + Scan(c) +...).Actually, Scan(a),
Scan(b), Scan(c), etc, are the textscan lengths of the subtrees in a depth-first path
mentioned in the previous paragraph, i.e., (Scan(a)+ Scan(b) + Scan(c) +) = TI
* loghlog2lPl. So,SequentialTimeA = Size(a) * (ITI * loghlog2IPI)= (2* P1) * (ITI *
loghlog2lPl) = ®(ITI * IPI * loghlog2IPI) time.
ITI/2 ITI
a: RuxiO I
b:Runl
1 'I
c:Run2
d: Run3
e: Run4 H-H
f:Run5 I
g: Run6
h: Run7 H-4
i: Run8 F
j: Run9
k: RunlO
1: Runil F-H
m: Runl2I
xi: Ruxil3I-1
p: Ruul4H-f
Figure 2.10: This picture shows the worstcase scenario of Method A, when h = 2. The letters "a"
"p" label the nodes of a depth-first path rooted at node a. Let Tree(X) be the tree rooted at node
X. RunO represents the scan length when Tree(a)scans the entire text string T. After RunO, Tree(b)
scans from the middle to the end of the text, as shown by Run 1. After Run 1, Tree(c)scans from the
last ¼ position to the end of the text,as shown by Run2. Then Tree(d) scans from the last 1/8
position to the end of the text, as shown by Run3. All other runs'start and end positions are shown
in the picture. As the picture shows, there are one length TI scan,hlength (III Ih)scans,h2length
(ITI Ih2) scans, and soon. That's TI * log,(the depth-first path's depth), i.e., TI * log,,log2IPI. Note
the "in order" binary tree traversal pattern ofscans.50
4.3.2Parallel Method B:(ITI) Runtime and ®(IPI*log2IPI) Space
This method is essentially thesame as Sequential Method B (see Figure 2.9),
except that all nodes work in parallel (see Figure2.2.)The first run of the walking
tree requires(ITI+log2!PI) parallel time, assuming IPIprocessors are used, one for
each node of the walking tree. Any laterrun for a subtree runs in((ITl / log2IPI)+
Iog2IPI) parallel time, becauseany scan length of a later run is no more than (ITI /
log2IP!), and a e(log2IPI) start up cost is used (see Figure2.2).Since there are
1og2P nodes in a depth-first path, the total runtime is B(((ITI/ log2lPt)+log2lPi)*
log2iPI)=(ITI +(log2lPI)2)= O(ITI)because TIIPI.This Method runs faster than
Parallel Method A and uses lessspace.
4.3.3 Network Parallel Method
In most cases, the number of available networkcomputers is much less than the
walking tree size. To fully utilize CPUs and minimize the networktraffic, a CPU is
assigned to compute a cluster of tree nodes (see Figure 2.11).The workload of a
CPU has to be carefully assigned toensure the computation to communication ratio
is high enough to maintain paralielization.51
The leaves of the tree computed bya
CPU are roots of the subtrees computed
by other CPUs at the same level. P(i) is
a workstation or a CPU.
Figure 2.11: This picture shows the CPU assignment for parallelization.Let P(i) be a workstation
or a CPU. The master CPU, P(0), computes the tree from the root down toa certain depth. Let the
tree computed by P(0) be named "Master Tree." Then the leaves of the Master Tree willbe roots of
the subtrees assigned to the slave CPUs, P( 1), P(2), P(3)..... etc.Let the tree computed by a slave
CPU be named "Slave Tree." Each Slave CPU updates theroot of its own Slave Tree, and sends the
root's information to P(0) which will update the Master Tree's leavesby collecting results sent by
slave CPUs. Certainly, a Slave Tree can also have itsown Slave Trees, recursively.
If we are using a network cluster of K workstationswhere only one machine can
send a message at a time, the parallel runtime is either O(ITI *K) or O(IPI * IT! / K).
If the runtime is O(IT! * K), thepattern string must be small enough for all
workstations to fully utilize the network. If the runtime is O(!PI * ITI/ K), then the
pattern string is large enough to keep all workstations busy updating nodes of
subtrees.If, at each scanning position,a workstation takesTr(IPI / K) time to
compute a result, and the result takes Tm time to stayon the network until it's52
completely received by its parent workstation, then T1(PI /K)(K*Tm) must hold
in order to get O(IPI*IT! I K). In order to get O(IPI*IT! / K) runtime, the (IPI / K)
ratio has to be high enough. In general, the faster theworkstations, the higher the
ratio has to be.
5.An Example
Here is an example (see Figure 2.12) to illustrate MethodA. Assume the length of
the pattern string is 512, and the length of thetext string is 800. The total number
of scanning positions is 512+8002 = 1310. Assume the best alignment occurs
at the root node (node A) when the scanning position is at 900. Becausethe middle
scanning position is (1310 / 2), i.e., 655, each node hasto remember its own state
when the walking tree scans to the655thiscanning position. Now, because node B
copies the best alignments when the scanning position isat 900, i.e., when i = 900,
which is greater than the recorded middle position 655, thesubtree rooted at node B
can start the method from the655t1scanning position. The subtree rooted at C has
to start the method from the first position 0, because it copies the bestalignments
for the root node when the scanning position is 300, i.e., when i= 300, which is
less than 655.
By doing the above procedure recursively for each subtree,one can find when each
node copies the best alignments for theroot node. Notice that each node in the
picture also has to use "left" and "right"to remember its children's scanning53
positions when their alignmentsare updated.This method runs in O(ITI * *
loghlog2IPI) sequential time.
I = 900
left = 900
right = 300
left = 700 left = 300
1=900 1=300
right = 900 right =50
B) (C
1=7001=9001=3001=50
Figure 2.12: Instead of copying the alignments from its children,each node of the walking tree
records the manufacture dates ("left" and "right") of the alignments itintended to copy.For
example, node A knows the alignment it intendedto copy from its left child is manufactured at node
B at the 900th scanning position of the text string, and node A also knowsthe alignment it intended
to copy from its right child is manufactured at node C at the 300th scanning position of thetext
string. Once the dates are known, the methodcan use them to find children's dates recursively by
scanning the text again and again until each leaf node is computedand knows the date of its
alignment that contributes to the best root alignment. Each leaf will thenhave recorded the text
position with which it aligns.
6. Experiments
We ran tests comparing Parallel Method Bto the original parallel method. Both
methods are coded in C and compiled usinggcc version 2.7.2.3.Parallelization
was provided by MPICH (version 1.1.0) [91, which is an implementation of the
MPI standard [121. The programswere run on a cluster of Pentium II 300MHz
processors connected by a 100Mbps switch. Each processorran Redhat Linux 5.2
and had sufficient localmemory to avoid thrashing. We tested the programs on I,56
the best result for a particular input size. However,as the second picture shows,
the new method prevails constantly with speed ratiosbetter than 2.7, especially
when the input size = 131072. Note thatour test samples didn't include the worst
case of the original method to bias the tests. The worstcase of the original method
is when the text string is thesame as the pattern string, because alignment copying
is necessary at every scanning position. Thiscase generates O(IPI*ITI) total network
messages, i.e., no parallelization. The new method will not be affected, because it
has no alignment copying.
Certainly, the result may differ significantly inan SMP (symmetric multi-
processor) machine like the 28-processor Sequent Balance 21000,where the
processor communication bandwidth is so much higher thana 100Mbps network.
In such machines, the alignment copyingcan be done very quickly and won't create
a serious performance problem. Here is the original method's speedup for the input
size of 4096 from Culletal's paper [5]:
Processors I 2 4 8 12 16 20
SpeedupLOJI.if3.83 j7.2610.513.616.7
In Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16,we show two alignments of two pairs of real DNA
sequences. These alignments were computed using Method B. Theyare identical
to the alignments found in Culletal's paper [5].Detailed descriptions of these
alignments can be found in thatpaper.59
7. Conclusion
Will analysis techniques be able to keepup with the amount of data (millions of
bases per day) pouring out sequencing labs? We believe thatthe answer is YES!
In this paper, we have shown thatan alignment method which works well
sequentially can be practically parallelized. The original parallel methodwas run
on both a SEQUENT Balance symmetric multi-processor anda Meiko CS-2
supercomputer, and in both cases almost linear speedup occurred. We have created
new parallel methods that are more tailored to a network of workstations.Our
experiments show that our new method will still produce linear speedupsas long as
the size of the problemgrows with the number of processors being used.In a
recent realistic test we aligned the complete genomes, Borrelia burgdorferi (910724
base pairs) and Chiamydia trachomatis (1042519 base pairs), in53 hours using 33
Pentium II 300 MHz PC's.
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The Walking Tree Method [3, 4, 5, 18] isan approximate string alignment
method that can handle insertions, deletions, substitutions,translocations,
and more than one level of inversions altogether.Moreover, it tends to
highlight gene locations, and helps discover unknowngenes.Its recent
improvements in run time and spaceuse extend its capability in exploring
large strings. We will briefly describe the Walking Tree Methodwith its
recent improvements [18], and demonstrate its speed and ability to align
real complete genomes suchas Borrelia burgdorferi (910724 base pairs of
its single chromosome) and Chiamydia trachomatis (1042519base pairs) in
reasonable time, and to locate and verifygenes.
1. Introduction
Most biological string matching methodsare based on the edit-distance model [15].
These methods assume that changes between stringsoccur locally. But, evidence
shows that large scale changes are possible [7]. For example,large pieces of DNA
can be moved from one location to another (translocations),or replaced by their
reversed complements (inversions).Schoniger and Waterman [14] extended the
edit-distance model to handle inversions, but their method handledonly one level63
of inversion. Hannenhalli's algorithm [10] for the"translocation" problem runs in
polynomial time, but it requiresgene locations to be known. Furthermore, it seems
unlikely that any simple model will be ableto capture the minimum biologically
correct distance between two strings.Inalllikelihood, finding the fewest
operations that have to be applied toone string to obtain another string will
probably require trying all possiblesequences of operations.Trying all possible
sequences is computationally intractable. This intractability has been confirmed by
a recent proof by Caprara [2] that determining the minimum number of flips needed
to sort a sequence is an NP-complete problem. Although signed flipscan be sorted
in polynomial time [11], apparently,we need a method that can handle insertions,
deletions, substitutions, translocations, and inversionsaltogether.The Walking
Tree heuristic handles translocations and multi-levelinversions well, and also tends
to highlight genes [3, 4, 5, 18].
2. Walking Tree Method
2.1 The Method
The problem is to find an approximate biologicallyreasonable alignment between
two strings, one called pattern P, and the other called text T. Our metaphoris to
consider the data structure as a walking tree with IPI leaves,one for each character
in the pattern. When the walkingtree is considering position 1 + 1, the internal
nodes remember some of the information for the best alignmentwithin the first 1
characters of the text (Figure 3.1). On the basis of thisremembered informationand the comparisons of the leaves with the text characters under them, the leaves
update their information and pass this information to their parents. The data will
percolate up to the root where a new best score is calculated. The tree can then
walk to the next position by moving each of its leaves one character to the right.
The whole text has been processed when the leftmost leaf of the walking tree has
processed the rightmost character of the text.
the Walking Tree
with its leaves filled by
characters of a pattern string
the tree moves
to the right
at a time
one character
the pattern
string
ATTGC.... CTGGA
11111 11111
S GTT.A.. .. .TGC..A. . . . . ..
4
the text string being scanned by the Walking Tree
Figure 3.1: This picture shows the walking tree's structure, a binary tree. Leaves of the tree contain
the characters of the pattern string P. After comparing each leaf with a corresponding character of
the text string, the walking tree updates its nodes with new scores, then moves to the next position
by moving each of its leaves one character to the right. Then it repeats the leaf comparison, and
updates its node scores until it reaches the end of the text string.
To define a scoring system that captures some biological intuitions, we use
a function that gives a positive contribution based on the similarity between aligned
characters and a negative contribution that is related to the number and length of65
gaps, translocations, and inversions. A gap in an alignmentoccurs when adjacent
characters in the pattern are aligned with non-adjacent charactersin the text. The
length of the gap is the number of characters between thenon-adjacent characters
in the text. The detailed description of theresource usage of the method can be
found in Cull, Holloway and Hsu'spapers [3, 4,5,181
2.2 Improvements in Speed and Space
The binary tree structure of the Walking Tree makesit extremely easy to
implement a parallel version (Figure3.2).Furthermore, inexpensive vector
processors can be used because each node of the tree does the same operationsat
each scanning position.Each parent node of the walking tree simultaneously
updates its score and position whenever it observesa better score.
Figure 3.2: This picture shows the parallelization of the walkingtree method. Given one processor
per node of the tree, each child sends its current information to its parent;so a parent can update its
best score and position by the information. Since thetree is log2IPI high, O(log2lPI) startup time is
needed for the root to receive its first information from leaves.After the startup time, all nodes
work simultaneously; so, each text scan step takes 9(1) time. The parallelruntime is O(log2IP+
TI),i.e.,9(ITI)because TIP1.We recognized that the alignment copying in the original design [3, 4, 5]
was passively activated whenever a better score occurred.It's better to postpone
the copying to allow faster scoring at the tree nodes.Based on this idea, we
discovered improvements [18] for both the sequential and the parallel versions of
the Walking Tree Method by using a state-caching technique similar to that used in
recovering from program crashes (Figure 3.3.)
the text scanned so far
ATGCAA
I.....Walking Tree Iax score &
Method score's position
current
scanning the memorized state at
position the scanning position
Walking Tree 1_nax score &
Method ore's position
the text to be scanned
Figure 3.3: We use a technique similar to recovering a crashed program by saving its state before
crashes. The memorized states record the states of the walking tree and the corresponding scanning
positions of the text string. Once we have the recorded information, wecan scan the text from the
position we have memorized to avoid scanning from the first position of the text.
The improved sequential version[18] of the Walking Tree Method
guarantees O(1PI*T*k) run time using B(P)*(log2Pt)) space. With(PI) CPUs,
the improved parallel version [18] guarantees(ITI) run time using E(lPI*log2IP)
space by reducing inter-processor communication to make CPUs spend more time68
3. Previous Result
Our previous result showed that the Walking Treecan detect unknown genes, and
align translocations and inversions.In Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, we show two
alignments of two pairs of real DNA sequences.They are identical to the
alignments found in Cull et al's paper [5, 18].
4. New Result
With our recently improved Walking Tree Method, we arenow able to align two
real complete genomes (Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9), Borrelia burgdorferi
116] (910724 base pairs of its single chromosome and Chiamydia trachomatis 117]
(1042519 base pairs) in 24 hours using 65 Pentium II 300MHz PC's. We separate
the new result into 3 categories:
1.Matched regions that have annotations on both DNAs (TABLE A, TABLE B,
Figure 3.7)
2. Matched regions that have annotations on only one DNA (Figure 3.8)
3.Matched regions that have no annotations on either DNA (Figure 3.9)
There are 103 matches in category 1, i.e., 40 translocations and 63 inversions.
There are 148 matches in category 2, i.e., 86 translocations and 62 inversions.
There are 1367 matches in category 3, i.e., 700 translocations and 667 inversions.TABLE A:TR.ANSLOCATIONS
Borreliaburgdorferi Chlamydia trachomatis
Aligned Geneannotations& Aligned Geneannotations &
positions locationsfrom positions locations from
by Walking Genbank by Walking Genbank
TreeMethod TreeMethod
8870492799 8920089814BB0092 342373346480 342872343483atpD
8981191115Bs0093 343468344784atpB
9113792792550094 344787346562atpA
549888551935 5496425517238B0540 505723507776 505508507592fusA
4546884567024544844564035B0436 213601215655 212937215351gyrs_1
215354215704cr191
588032589823 588066589667B80575 204388206112 204429206048pyrc
200960202494201052202578BBO2O1 299917301427 300027301478murE
8467286015 8404185720B50088 7527476600 7466176469lepA
456960458239456576458036BS0437 306732307968 306433307800dnaA_2
114944116223 1148071155088B0117 340937342196340917342866atpl
863488864767 8636368650425B0817 897002898255 897403897822cr763
686080687103 685977686507BB0647 997281998185 997122997640cr847
997656998162cT848
326656327678 326699327757BB0322 807860808838 807691808218cT7o2
797696798719798057799016sB0755 8292683736 8282483780ytgl3
354816355839 354648355298BB0346 716792717677 717087717770cpxR
866304867326 866494866694BB0820 898962899997 898940899272rsbV2
866681867601550821 899276900295m1A
8704 9727 8412 9197sB0008 514258515301 514382514606cr444.1
6737926748156733426747788B0636 207123208166 206802208121zwf
735744736767735343736686Bs0694 3032631339 2993831284665
526337527359 5263255273055B0515 115999117014 115919116974trxB
769537770559769547771145Bs0730 430604431626 430608432185pg1
345088346111 345063346364Be0337 661878662880 661850663124eno
7521287531517521347532198B0715 818326819402 818358819458mreB
235520236543 235595237142BB0230 566490567573 566631568025rho
817153818175 8173938179565B0776 997263998285 997122997640cT847
997656998162cT848
317440318335317247318026B80309 306526307394 306433307800dnA2
318119318256Bs0310
586496587390 586212587024B50573 827709828882 828429828794cT716
759296760063 759586760215B60721 987691988495 987715988779cr839
528384529151 528104529198BB0517 389889390701 389567390745dnaJ
294912295423 294785295228550284 690685691202 690426691121cr610
6016060670 6003660554B80065 303646304156 303731304018cr271
512513513022 5123935131488B0507 828414828982 828429828794Cr716
459264459775 4595254598245B0439 995630996100 995570996061yfhC
823297823807 8231678238118B0786 995596996039 995570996061yfhC
738560739006738851738964s80700 995494996068 995570996061yfhC
531712531967 531851531967B50520 828452828707 828429828794Cr71670
TABLE B: XNVEISXONS
Borrelia burgdorferi Chlamydia trachomatis
Aligned Geneannotations & Aligned Geneannotations&
positions locationsfrom positions locationsfrom
by Walking Genbank by Walking Genbank
TreeMethod TreeMethod
500355497028 497245497874BB0479 592489595884592462593136rs3
497880498191580480 593146593481r122
498213499096550481 593500593766rsl9
499056499334B80482 593772594626r12
499341499703550483 594650594985r123
499707500588BB0484 595001595669r14
438403435204 4352014353125SrrlA 877808881136 87803988090223SrRNA2
43533443826723SrrlA 881027881143SSrRMA_2
441731438660 43859044150823SrrlB 877746880813 87803988090223SrPNA_2
884099882052 8810858842135B0833 2153623573 2143224542lieS
258434256452 256463258985BB0251 236302238242 235766238225leuS
531331529540 529198531105B50518 451380453186 451614453596dnaK
639875638085 637963638556B80611 811081812898 811130812389clpX
638580639872BB0612 812399813010clpP_2
446083444548 44458144611816s 876201877753 87617487772316SrRNA_2
467330465796 465518467038B50446 986947988305 9866129877120T838
502659501124 5012155014695B0487 590356591861 590272590814r15
501491501865B80488 590816591151r124
501880502185B00499 591164591532r114
5021915027395B0490 591549591800rsl7
690051688516 688490690127BB0649 126399127939 126336127970groEt1
536963535621 535704537527B80526 340342341750 340429340875atpK
4962594949804950124962179B0476 362055363207 361980363164tufA
350850349573349600351090BB0342 2295 3565 2108 3583gatA
180867179588179540181423B50178 577486578744 576941578773gidA
370051369028368885370027550361 528101828995 828429828794CT716
803715802692 802838803212aB0760 325245326318 325478325954ptsN_2
325956326393dut
311682310660 310559311653B50302 892795893807892826893983ftsW
5261051588 5125352434BB0056 794746795789 794941796152pgk
2803527140 2743427865B50029 997284998154 997122997640CT847
997656998162CT848
298371297476 297466298776B50288 765474766365 765053766381yscM
297347296580 296428297051B50286 989003989618 988877989842mesj
297038297469BB0287
490626489861 489733490554B50471 540112540904 540292540933CT465
504707503941 503926504285B60494 588442589308 588369588866rs5
504298504795550495 588881589252r118
662403661637 661606662529B50630 690639691280 690426691121cT6lO
6274 5508 5251 6312BB0005 658647659408 658617659657trpS
473539472836 472566473408BB0453 541799542519 541534542592atoS
505859505220 505104505541B50497 587606588244 587942588376r115
179587178948 178917179543BB0177 995073995719 995075995413rsl
695299694660 694693695523B50655 384856385501 385149385610cT338
343043342404 342335343207BB0334 791980792623 791730792695dppD
238978238468 238301239128BB0234 997811998377 997656998162cT848
365443364932 365115365603BB0355 830284830887 830165830689CT718
3470113465003464313468419B0338 141786142289 141972142361rs9
189826189317 189299189859B80190 982158982667 982118982699infc
5005049540 49341500125B3053 686297686809 686330687019ung
411491411015 410787411446BB0399 903475903960 903584903943ybes
690563690180 690151690489890650 385115385495 385149385610CT338
500995500613500593501009580485 592026592407 592013592429r116
505027504708504799505104B80496 589905590193 589853590254rs8
438659438404438446438557SSrrlB 858780859118 8589828590985SrRNAj
4288342628 4248042881B50044 898943899200 898940899272rsbV2
189059188804 188708189055B50188 982917983169 982923983294r120
482307482180482222482308tRNA-Ser-3485243485361 485247485330tRNASer_3IL,I,I,I,I,I,]
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Figure 3.7: This picture shows that the Walking Tree Method reveals the matchedgenes that are
labeled (annotated) on both DNAs (total DNAsequence of Borrelia burgdorferi aligned with the
total DNA sequence of Chlamydia trachomatis). Thereare 40 translocations and 63 inversions in
this picture. Again, this picture shows the Walking Tree Method is capableof finding inversions
and translocations of genes.ILøiIiTIII]
[IIIII,],II]
F1SIIIIIs1I
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Figure 3.8:This picture shows that Walking Tree Method reveals the matched genes that are
labeled on only one DNA, i.e., genes can be located in one sequence if the aligned portion of the
other sequence is known to be a gene. There are S6 trans'Iocations and 62 inversions in this picture.
This picture shows potential gene locations that are not annotated in one DNA, but annotated in
another.75
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Figure 3.9:This picture shows that the Walking Tree Method reveals potential genes that are
unlabeled on both DNAs. There are 700 translocations and 667 inversions in this picture. What
interests us is the big match (Chiamidia: 352764 to 357294 and Borrelia: 399872 to 403967) which
only covers 50% of the locus BORRPOB annotated in the GenBank database, but is foundon both
DNAs.This implies that Borrelia's BORRPOB annotation in Genbank may need to be
reinvestigated.76
5. Conclusion
The Walking Tree Method isa powerful tool for gene finding.The technique
works by finding a "best" alignment betweensequences. In common with other
techniques, the Walking Treecan use a known gene in one genome to find a
corresponding gene in another genome.
The real power of the technique is to find corresponding butunannotated regions in
different genomes.Preservation of regions across separated species is strong
evidence of biological function. Wegave several examples of the locations of
genes or interesting regions in a variety of organisms. Our improved parallelization
technique makes alignment of million basesequences a one day operation.
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1. Abstract
In contrast with the standard dynamic programming methods whichuse local edit
distance models, the Walking Tree heuristic methodwas created to handle non-
local changes, e.g., translocations, inversions, and duplications,altogether and
simultaneously. The Walking Tree Method approximately maximizes the global
alignment scores of matched translocations and inversions and minimizesgap
penalties.
It is heuristic because some specialcases of string alignment problems have been
shown to be NP-complete, e.g., determining the minimum number offlips needed
to sort a sequence[3]. We demonstrated that it produces reasonable alignments by
1) aligning a rearranged sequence with its original[8}, 2) using alignmentscores to
construct distance trees of several families of organisms tocompare with existing
phylogenetic trees[8j, and 3) aligning real biologicalsequences or whole genomes
to compare with biologically annotated regions [8, 9, 10].80
To construct the alignment, the original versionruns in O((P( * (T( * log PI)
sequential runtime, where P and Tare the pattern string and the text string,
respectively. The runtime was later improved to ®(IPI * ITI) usingsnapshots of the
tree. We call this version the "Improved Walking Tree Method"
[911.We used the
"Four Russians" technique [2] to improve it furtherto sub-quadratic, i.e., E(IP1 * ITI
/ logiPi). We call this version the "Fast Walking Tree Method" [11].The alignment
of 8 million base pairs can be done ina week using a cluster of 65 Pentium II
processors. Its sequential runtime can probably be improved further to O(IPI * ITI /
(loglPI)2).82
pieces of DNA can be moved fromone location to another (translocations), or
replaced by their reversed complements (inversions). Schoniger andWaterman [23]
extended the edit-distance model to handle inversions, but their methodhandled
only onelevelof inversion.Hannenhalli'salgorithms[18,19]forthe
"translocation" problem run in polynomial time, but they requiregene locations to
be known. Furthermore, it seems unlikely thatany simple model will be able to
capture the minimum biologically correct distance between two strings. In all
likelihood, finding the fewest operations that haveto be applied to one string to
obtain another string will probably require trying all possiblesequences of
operations. Trying all possible sequences is computationally intractable. This
intractability has been confirmed by a recent proof by Caprara [3] that determining
the minimum number of flips needed to sorta sequence is an NP-complete
problem. Apparently, we need a method thatcan handle insertions, deletions,
substitutions, translocations, and inversions altogether. The Walking Tree heuristic
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] handles translocations and multi-level inversions well,and also
tends to highlight genes (see Figure 4.0).83
2.2 The Basic Method
the Walking Tree
with its leaves filled by
characters of a pattern string
the tree moves
to the right
at a time
one character
the pattern
string
ATTGC.... CTGGA
11111 11111
. . G.A.TT.A.. TGCAA..
the text string being scanned by the Walking Tree
Figure 4.1: This picture shows the walking tree'sstructure, a binary tree. Leaves of the tree contain
the characters of the pattern string P. After comparing each leaf witha corresponding character of
the text string, the walking tree updates its nodes withnew scores, then moves to the next position
by moving each of its leaves one character to the right. Then itrepeats the leaf comparison, and
updates its node scores until it reaches the end of the text string.
The problem is to find an approximate biologically reasonablealignment between
two strings, one called pattern P, and the other called text T. Our metaphoris to
consider the data structure as a walkingtree [22] with Pt leaves, one for each
character in the pattern. When the walkingtree is considering position 1 + 1, the
internal nodes remember some of the information for the bestalignment within the
first I characters for the text (see Figure 4.1). On thebasis of this remembered
information and the comparisons of the leaves with thetext characters under them,
the leaves update their information andpass this information to their parents. The
data will percolate up to the root wherea new best score is calculated. The tree cang4
then walk to the next position by moving each of its leavesone character to the
right. The whole text has been processed when the leftmost leafof the walking tree
has processed the rightmost character of thetext.
To define a scoring system that capturessome biological intuitions, we use a
function that gives a positive contribution basedon the similarity between aligned
characters and a negative contribution that is relatedto the number and length of
gaps, translocations, and inversions. A gap in an alignment occurs when adjacent
characters in the pattern are aligned with non-adjacent characters in thetext. The
length of the gap is the number of characters betweenthe non-adjacent characters
in the text.
The computation at each leaf node makesuse of two functions, MATCH and GAP.
MATCH looks at the current text character andcompares it with the pattern
character represented by the leaf. In the simplestcase we use
MATCH(P, T)=cif P,=T
MATCH(P1, T)=0if P1T
For many of our exampleswe use c=2. If we were matching amino acid strings
then MATCH could returna value depending on how similar the two compared
amino acids are. There are standard methods like PAM (pointaccepted mutation)
matrices for scoring this similarity.85
If we only used the MATCH function, the leaves wouldsimply remember if they
had ever seen a matching character in the text. Weuse the GAP function to
penalize the match for being far from thecurrent position of the tree. So the leaf
needs to remember both if it founda match and the position of the walking tree
when it found a match. For example,a simple GAP function could be:
GAP(currentpos, pos) = log icurrentposposi,
where currentpos is the current position of the walkingtree, and pos is the position
at which the walking tree found a match. Then the leaf couldcompute
SCORE = max[ MATCH(P1, Ti), SCORE GAP(currentpos, pos) }
and update pos to currentpos if MATCH is maximal. Thismeans that a leaf will
forget an actual match if it occurred far from thecurrent position.
An internal node will only look at what it is remembering andat what its children
have computed. Like a leaf node, the internal nodecomputes
SCORE GAP(currentpos, pos)
which depends on what the node is remembering. From itstwo children, the node
computes
SCORE.left + SCORE.rightGAP(pos.left, pos.right).
This will penalize the sum of the children'sscores because the position for the two
scores may be different. But, the internal node also has to penalize thisscore86
because the left or right positionmay be far from the current position, so it also
subtracts
minE GAP(currentpos, pos.left), GAP (currentpos, pos.right)].
The internal node will keep the better of thescore from its remembered data and
the score computed from its children.
The walking tree will be computinga score for the current position of the tree. It is
possible that it could forget a betterscore that was far from the present position. To
avoid this problem, we adda special root node which simply keeps track of the best
score seen so far.
In short, the walking tree findsan alignmentf so that
f:{l,...,IPiI[l,...,lTI]
The alignment found approximately maximizes
iii IPL-1
MATCH(P1, Tr(,)) EGAP(J(i),f(i + I)).
The actual functional being maximized is best described by themethod itself and
has no simple formula. Among otherreasons, the above formula is only an
approximation because the method triesto break strings into substrings whose
lengths are powers of 2, even when using other lengths wouldincrease the value of
this formula.87
2.3 Performance Characteristics
The basic method computes the score of an alignment withno inversions. The
method can be modified 1) to compute a better placement ofgaps, 2) to construct
the alignment, and 3) to use inversions in the alignment. The extensions to the basic
method may be used individually or in combination. The detailed description of the
resource usage of the method can be found in Cull and Holloway's papers [6, 7]:
The method will execute in time proportional to the product of the length of
the text and the length of the pattern.
The work space used is proportional to the length of the pattern. The work
space used is independent of the length of the text.
The method underestimates the actual alignment score of a pattern ata
given position in the text by, at most, the sum of the gap penalties in the
alignment at that position.
To construct the alignment, a parent node has to replace its current alignment by
concatenating the alignments from its children whenever it observes a betterscore.
The resource usage for constructing an alignment is:
In the worst case, the method to construct the alignment will run in
e(ITI*IPI*loglp!) time givena text string T and a pattern string P. In
practice, alignment construction takes(IPI*IT) time, as the logIPJ factor for
constructing the alignment does not appear since a "better" alignment,requiring that the best alignment be updated, is only rarely foundas the
walking tree moves along the text.
.O(IPI*logIPL) space is used toconstruct an alignment given a text string T
and a pattern P.
The method never needs to go backwards in the text.
2.4 Adjusting Gaps
The basic method places gaps close to theirproper positions. If we use the method
to align the string "ABCDEF" in the string "ABCXXDEF" thegap may be placed
between 'B' and 'C', rather than between 'C' and 'D'. This isa result of the
halving behavior of the basic method. By searching in the vicinity of the position
that the basic method placesa gap, we can find any increase in score that can be
obtained by sliding the gap to the left and right. Thecost of finding better
placements of the gaps is a factor of logiPi increase in runtime, sinceat each node
we have to search a region of the text of length proportional to the size of the
substring represented by the node.
2.5 Including Inversions
An inversion occurs when a string,p p,+i.. p, is reversed and complemented
giving111... j. We use ,to indicate the complement of i(e.g. A-*T and
G-C for DNA.) The basic methodcan be modified to find alignments when
substrings of the pattern need to be inverted to match substrings of thetext. The89
idea is to invert the pattern and movea walking tree of the inverted pattern along
the text in parallel with the walking tree of the originalpattern. When the match
score of a region of the inverted pattern is sufficiently higher than the match score
of the corresponding region of the pattern, the region of the invertedpattern is used
to compute the alignment score. The introduction ofan inversion can be penalized
using a function similar to the gap penalty function. Running both thepattern and
the inverted pattern doubles the run time. Note that inversionsare incorporated into
both the walking tree and the inverted walkingtree so that it is possible to have
inversions nested within a larger inverted substring.
2.6 Parallelization
The binary tree structure of the Walking Tree makes it extremelyeasy to
implement a parallel version. Furthermore,it can use less expensive vector
processors, because each node of the tree does the same operations at each scanning
position. Each parent node of the walking tree simultaneously updatesits score and
position whenever it observes a betterscore. Given ®(IPI) processors, the score
version runs in(ITI) time (see Figure 4.2.) However, the alignment version's
parallel runtime can be as bad as O(ITI * IPI) if eachparent node has to copy the
alignments from its children, and if it can't do other operations until thealignment
copying is done. Although the frequent alignment copying israre, there are cases in
which it occurs at every scanning position,e.g., when the pattern string is the same
as the text string.90
Figure 4.2: This picture shows the parallelization of the walkingtree method. Given one processor
per node of the tree, each child sends its current information to its parent; so a parent can update its
best score and scan position by the information. Since the tree is log2IPI high, &(log2lPI)startup time
is needed for the root to receive its first information from leaves. After thestartup time, all nodes
work simultaneously; so, each text scan step takes 0(1) time. Thescore version's parallel runtime
is 0(log2IPI+ TI),i.e.,0(ITI)because TIIPI.The alignment version may take longer because a
child can't send messages to its parent if the parent is occupied copyingan alignment.
3. Improved Walking Tree Methods
3.1 Why Are Our Improvements Needed?
In a multi-processor computer, eachprocessor usually has a dedicated data channel
toaccesssharedmemory.Allprocessorscanaccesssharedmemory
simultaneously. Such machines are often modeledas PRAMs [141h but the PRAM
model is considered unrealistic [1, 12}because it assumes unlimited bandwidth and
free inter-processor communication. Moreover, there isno shared memory in a
network of workstations where onlyone processor can access non-local memory at
a time via the network which in turn can carry only one message at a time. The fact
that the network bandwidth is limited isnot a serious threat if we can efficiently9'
overlap computation and communicationso that communication won't delay
computation. However, if communication delays computation, this overlapping
idea can't improve the speed. So,we need solutions that truly minimize the
network traffic for cases in which the alignment copyingcreates nearly(IPI * TI)
network messages, which could overload the limited network bandwidth.Since the
network can carry only one message ata time, O(IPI * TI) network messages mean
®(IPI * ITI) runtime, which means no parallelization at all.
To achieve a reasonable network parallelization, the alignment copying hasto be
eliminated, which is what our improvements will do. Surprisingly,our attempt to
minimize the network traffic led us to discovera sequential version that uses only
O(IPI *(log2IPI)1"2)space, but runs in O(ITI * IPI) time. This improves the B(IP! *
log2IPI) space usage and the ®(ITI * IPI * log2IPI) worstcase runtime for the original
sequential algorithm. From this new sequential version, it iseasy to design a
network parallel version.
3.2 The Sequential Version
The alignment copying problem is caused by parent nodes attemptingto copy their
children's alignments whenever theysee better ones (see Figure 4.3). To avoid
such copying, an intuitive solution is to let parent nodes know exactly whento copy
the best alignments instead of frequently replacing existingones with better ones.Figure 4.3: In the original alignment method, when the parent node X updates its best
score, it also reconstructs its current alignment by concatenating the two alignments it
copies from its children (node Y and node Z). This alignment copyingcan be avoided by
knowing exactly when to copy the alignments that contribute to the best overall alignment
in the root node, i.e., we have to know whether a node's score update is related to the best
overall alignment.
3.2.1 Sequential Method Naïve: e(rrI*ipi*log2IpI) Runtime and(IPI)
Space
To find exactly when a parent node copies the alignment that contributesto the best
whole alignment, we can run the walking tree method with its alignmentcopying
disabled for the tree rooted at the root node and find the scanningposition, i,
where the root updates its bestscore (e.g., the position i(a) at Figure 4.4.) So, the
two alignments that the root concatenated into the best alignmentmust be
manufactured at the root's children no later than i1. Then,we can rerun the same
walking tree method, scanning from the beginning tofor the left subtree and the
right subtree to find out at which scanning positions the latest alignmentsare
manufactured at the subtrees' roots. Once the scanning positionsare known, we can
use them as the endings of the scan range and run the same walking tree method for
the subtrees' subtrees recursively until each node knows the scanningposition93
where it updates its alignment that contributesto the best alignment at the root.
Each scan for a P1 node subtree takes(IPl * ITI) time. So, the sequential runtime
of this naive approach will be Time(IPI, (TI)= 2* Time(IPI / 2, (TI)+ constant * (P1 *
ITI. By induction, Time(IPI, (TI)= e(IpI * (TI * log2IPI).
eL\d
TJ
Figure 4.4: This picture demonstrates Method Naïve. Let Tree(X) be the walkingtree rooted at
node X."a-b-c-d-e" is a depth-first path of Tree(a).First, Tree(a) scans the entire text T, from
position 0 to ITI, and finds the position i(a) where the best overallscore occurs for node a.Then,
Tree(b) scans T, from position 0 to i(a), and finds i(b) where node b lastupdates its score which
contributes to a's best overall alignment. Tree(c)scans T, and finds i(c) is where node c updates its
latest score and alignment in the scanrange from 0 to i(b). This alignment would later be copied by
node b, and then copied by node a via node bas a's best overall alignment. Eventually, we come to
scan a one-node walking tree (a leaf) on T, and find i(leaf) where the leaf aligns witha position ofT,
contributing to a's best overall alignment.So, once every i(leaf) is known, the best overall
alignment is known.94
3.2.2Sequential Method A: ®(ITIIPIloghlog2!PI) Runtime and(IPI*h)
Space
Method Naïve is slow because itscans the entire text string for each subtree. By
letting each node remember its state (see Figure 4.5),we can guarantee O(ITI**
loghlog2lPl) sequential runtime using only O(IPI*h) space (see Figure 4.6), where h
is an integer, and 2hlog2IPI. Note that if h=(log2IPI)'2, this methoduses only
O(IP! *(log2IPi)'2)space and runs in O(!TI*JJ3J*2) time, i.e., it improves the
original's space usage and worstcase runtime by factors of (log2IPI)1"2 and log2!PI,
respectively!
the text scanned so far
ATGCAA Il-1Walking TreeI.ax score &
score's position
current
scanning the memorized state at
position the scanning position
TGCAA i..... Walking Tree 1--nax score &
Method ore's position
the text to be scanned
Figure4.5:We use a technique similar to recoveringa crashed program by saving its state before
crashes. The memorized states record the states of the walkingtree and the corresponding scanning
positions of the text string. Once we have the recorded information,we can scan the text from the
position we have memorized to avoid scanning from the first position of thetext.95
The Original Walking Tree Method The New Walking Tree Method DO:
DO:
Memorize the state of the walking tree at
every (iTi I h) scanning position.
FORALL parents nodes DO:
FORALL parent nodes DO:
If a parent node calculates a better
score from its children's scores and If a parent node calculates a better score
positions,itcopiesitschildren's from its children's scores and positions, it
alignments, copies its children's alignment
manufacture dates, i.e., the scanning
positions where new alignments occur.
END
{FORALL} END{FORALL
Move the walking tree one character to Move the walking tree one character to the
the right of the text string, right of the text string.
UNTIL the walking tree moves to the endUNTIL the walking tree moves to the end of the
of the text string, text string.
Do the above for the root's subtrees, then their
subtrees recursivelyuntilallleaf children's
alignment manufacture dates are recorded. The
text scanning range starts from the beginning to
the recorded manufacture dates; but can start
from one of the recorded states if it provides a
shorter text scan.
Figure 4.6: This figure shows the comparison of the original and thenew Walking Tree
Methods. Note there is no alignment copying in thenew method's "FORALL" loop.96
memorize the state when
at the middle of a scan /\ middle(i) / tree\
two intervals
middle(i+ I)
tree
middle(j)
A later run starts from one of the previously memorized
positions, middle(j); then, memorizes the state when at
the scan's middle position, middle(i+l)
Figure 4.7: This picture shows the schemewe call Method A, for the case when h = 2. In
any scan, a subtree can start from one of the memorized states and can memorize the state
at the middle scanning position. The initial memorized state is theone at the
0thposition.
Of course, a subtree can't memorizeor see the states of its siblings, i.e.,it can only
memorize or see the nodes within the same subtree.
Because each node can remember its state ata particular scanning position, the
walking tree doesn't need a fresh start. Instead, itcan start the walking tree method
from the scanning position it remembers. This techniqueis like recovering a
crashed program from somewherenear where it crashed by saving itsstate
periodically. For example, if h= 2, let each node in the tree remember its state at
the middle scanning position of the firstrun of the walking tree method (see Figure
4.7). So, if we want to find out when the root's childrencopy alignments, we can
start the method from the recorded middle scanning position for each of the root's
two subtrees if the children's alignment update for the rootoccurs at or after the
middle scanning position. Otherwise,we can start fresh from the first scanning97
position. So, the text scanning is cut in half (see Figure 4.7.) Theworst case
sequential runtime of this approach is O(ITI ** loghlog2lPl). This performance is
explained in the section "Parallel Method A."
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Figure 4.8: This picture shows Method A'sspace usage. In the sequential version, we first compute
node A's position that contributes to the best overall alignment by running the first round ofthe new
walking tree alignment on the entire text string.After the first round, we know the manufacture
dates of the alignments that node A copied from its children. Using these datesas the new scanning
range for the text string, we run the second round of the method on Tree(B) to get the manufacture
dates that node B copies from its children. Then,we run the third round of the method on Tree(C),
and so on. We eventually know the manufactured date in the leaf node,G. Since this is a binary
tree, Tree(A) is twice the size of Tree(B), Tree(B) is twice the size of Tree(C), andso on. There are
only h memorized states created for each subtree in the depthfirst-search path, andthe space of a
memorized state can be reused by other subtrees of thesame size.Thus, the total space used by
memory states is Space(IP() = Space(IPI / 2) + constant* * h = * h).The tota' space for the
parallel version is Space(IPI) = 2 * Space(IPI / 2)+ constant * P1* h= O(IP( * log2IPl* h) because
both subtrees of the same parent are computed simultaneously.98
The space needed for parent nodes to store alignments theycopy from their
children is no longer necessary. Each leaf nodenow knows exactly when it copies
the alignment that contributes to the bestone in the root, i.e., every piece of the best
alignment is stored in the corresponding leaf node. Since thespace of a memorized
state can be reused by subtrees of the same size, and there is onlyone subtree
computed at a time in a depth-first-search fashion, the totalspace usage for
memorized subtree states is Space(IPI)= Space(IPI / 2) + constant * Pt * h. By
induction, Space(IPI) = O(IPI * h) (see Figure 4.g.)
3.2.3 Sequential Method B:(ITI * IPI) Runtime and(IPI * log2IPI)
Space
memorize logiPi states at the 1st run
tree tree
I I I I
logiPi equal intervals
A A /tree\/tree\
jump to a memorized position that
provides the shortest scan for a later run
Figure 4.9: This picture shows Method B's scheme. In the firstrun of the Walking Tree method,
the tree state is memorized at every (ITI / log2IPI) scanning position, i.e., log2PI memorizedstates in
total. For later runs, no state memorization is required. A laterrun directly starts from one of the
memorized states to shorten the scan.99
At the first run of the walking tree method, Method B memorizes log2IPIstates, one
state per ((TI / log2IPI) scanning positions, then uses these memorizedstates for later
runs (see Figure 4.9.) No state memorization is necessary in later runs. Sincea
subtree can scan from one of the log2IPI memorizedstates, the runtime will be
(()TI / log2IPl) * N) for any later run ofan N-node subtree, where N 1, and k
= 0, 1, 2, ...,log2IP(. Since there are ((P1 / (N + 1)) N-node subtrees, the totalrun
time for such subtrees will be O(IPI * ITI / log2IPI). So, the totalrun time of all
subtrees will be O((IP( * (TI / log2IPI) * log2IPI)= ®(IPI * (TI). Since O(IPI) space is
required for each memorized state, and thereare log2IPI states to memorize, the
total space usage is(IPI * log2IPI).
3.3 The Parallel Version
3.3.1 Parallel Method A:(ITI * loghlog2lPl) Runtime and 8OPJ *
log2IPI * h) Space
Parallel Method A is intended to deduce Sequential Method A'sworst case
runtime. This method is essentially thesame as Sequential Method A (see Figure
4.7), except that all nodes work in parallel (see Figure 4.2.) In addition, this parallel
method easily explains Sequential Method A's runtime complexity. Sinceboth
child subtrees of a parent X will simultaneouslyscan the text after Tree(X) scans
the text, h memory states will be needed for each of both child subtrees. So,the
space usage of this method will be ParallelSpace(IPI) = 2 * ParallelSpace(IPI / 2) +
constant *(P1 * h.By induction, ParallelSpace(IPI)= O(IP(* log2(P( *h)(see Figure
4.8.)'Is"]
Since the tree state is memorized atevery (ITI / h) scanning position, each text scan
of a subtree creates h equal length intervals for laterscans of other subtrees in a
depth-first path (see Figure 4.7.) For example, if the textscan length of first
subtree's is TI, h text scans of length (IT! I h) will be needed for laterruns in the
worst case, because later runs can start from one of the h memorized positions,
probably all of them. So, the h textscans of length (IT! / h) probably further create
h2 textscans of length (IT! / h2). In the worst case, the text scan lengths will be one
of length IT!, h scans of length (IT! / h), h2scans of length (IT! / h2),...,and hk
scans of length (ITI / hk); there are (1 + h + h2 +...+hk)scans in total. Since these
scan lengths are created by subtrees in a depth-first path whose depth is log2lP!, the
total number of scans in the path will be(h1 1)=log2IPl, i.e., kloghlog2lPl.
Recall that each subtree's textscan incurs a e(log2IPI) start up runtime cost (see
Figure4.2),assuming(IPI) processors are used, one per node of the walking tree.
So, theO((log2IPI)2)start up runtime cost is needed in a depth-first path, because
each of the log2!PI subtrees in the path needsa e(logIPI) startup runtime. Without
the startup cost, the total text scan runtime in the depth-first path is @(ITI+ h*(ITI /
h) + h2*(IT! / h2) +...+ hk*(!TI /hk))=O(IT!*k). So, if including the start up
cost, the total runtime of scans of all subtrees in a depth-first path is ®((log2IPI)2)+
(ITI * k) =(ITI * k) = O(ITI *loghlog2lPl) because (TIIPIand kloghlog2lPl.
Since all other depth-first paths have thesame worst case runtime, this parallelw
method's runtime will be O(ITI * loghlog2IPD, assuming O(IPI) processorsare used.
An example of the worst case scenario is shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: This picture shows the worst case scenario of Method A, when h2. The letters "a"
p" label the nodes of a depth-first path rooted at node a. Let Tree(X) be the tree rooted at node
X. RunO represents the scan length when Tree(a) scans the entire text string T. After RunO, Tree(b)
scans from the middle to the end of the text, as shown by Run 1. After Run 1, Tree(c) scans from the
last ¼ position to the end of the text, as shown by Run2. Then Tree(d) scans from the last 1/8
position to the end of the text, as shown by Run3. All other runs' start and end positions are shown
in the picture. As the picture shows, there are one length ITI scan,hlength (ITI Ih)scans,h2length
(ITI / h2) scans, and so on. That's IT! * logh(the depth-first path's depth), i.e.,* loghlogZIPl. Note
the "in order" binary tree traversal pattern of scans.
Since this method's worst case parallel runtime is O(ITI * loghlog2iPI) for IPI
processors, its sequential runtime will be no worse than O(IPI * ITI *loghlog2lPl).102
Since Figure 4.10 is an example of the worst case, if examples of this typerun by
Sequential Method A also requires at least O(ITI *log,1Iog2IPI) time, then Sequential
Method A runs in O(ITI * loghlog2lP) time, because all othercases should be no
slower than the worst case. Let Tree(X) be the tree rooted at node X, Size(X) be the
number of nodes of Tree(X), and Scan(X) be the textscan length of Tree(X). In
Figure 4.10, Size(a) = 2 * Size(b), Size(b)= 2* Size(c), andso on. Also, there is
only one tree of such a size of Tree(a), only two trees of sucha size of Tree(b), only
four trees of such a size of Tree(c), and so on. So, the total runtime should be
SequentialTimeA = (Size(a) * Scan(a) + 2 * Size(b) * Scan(b) + 4 * Size(c) *
Scan(c) +...) = Size(a) * (Scan(a) + Scan(b) + Scan(c) +...). Actually, Scan(a),
Scan(b), Scan(c), etc, are the text scan lengths of the subtrees in a depth-first path
mentioned in the previous paragraph, i.e., (Scan(a) + Scan(b) + Scan(c)+...) = ITI
* loghlog2lPl. So, SequentialTimeA= Size(a)* (ITI * loghlog2lPl)= (2* IPI) * (ITI *
logi1log2IPI) =(ITI * P1 * loghlog2lPl) time.
3.3.2 Parallel Method B: 8(ITI) Runtime and(IPI * log2JPI) Space
This method is essentially the same as Sequential Method B (see Figure 4.9),
except that all nodes work in parallel (see Figure 4.2.) The first run of the walking
tree requires O(ITI + log2IPI) parallel time, assuming IPI processors are used, one for
each node of the walking tree. Any later run for a subtree runs in((lTI / log2lPl) +
log2IPl) parallel time, because any scan length ofa later run is no more than (ITI /
log2IPI), and a B(log2lPI) start up cost is used (see Figure 4.2). Since thereare103
Iog2fPI nodesin a depth-first path, the total runtime is(((ITIIIog2IPi)+log2IPI)*
log2lPI)=O(ITI+ (log2IPI)2) = 9(ITI) because ITIIPI. This Method runs faster than
Parallel Method A and uses less space.
4. Fast Walking Tree Method
4.1 Why is Fast Walking Tree Method Needed?
Our earlier improvements were able to align whole bacterial genomes (-1 Mbps)
and discover and verify genes in reasonable time [9, l0J. However, as extremely
long sequences can now be deciphered rapidly and accurately by direct, linear
analysis of DNA without amplification [4,5,151, speeding up the method becomes
necessary. Although our previous improvement is scalable and inexpensive, a
million base pair alignment still takes significant time. Via a technique that we call
"recurrence reduction" in which duplicate computations can be looked up rather
than recomputed, we were able to significantly improve the performance, e.g.,
400% for 1-million base pair alignments. With this new improvement, such
alignments can be done in a couple of hours by an inexpensive network cluster, and
alignments of sequences of 32 million base pairs can be done in less than 50 days.
To keep up with the data poured out by genome labs that will soon use fast
deciphering methods instead of the slower sequencing ones, the improvement
becomes necessary.104
4.2 The Idea
Since the introduction of the improved Walking Tree Methods,we had been
researching new ways, e.g., "Four Russians" [2] to gain significant speedups. One
important observation from other related work in speedingup existing algorithms is
to increase computation density,e.g., computing one bitat a time can be
transformedintocomputingabyteatatimeand/or avoidingduplicate
computations. The idea behind the fast walking tree method is simply to identify
duplicate computations in the previously improved method, then eliminate them,
i.e., a technique we call "Recurrence Reduction" which is close to the "Four
Russians" technique [2]. To use the technique, we need to identify therecurrence
part of the Walking Tree Method first. The new method does two things to increase
speed: avoiding duplicate computations and reducing the data size by combining
several base pairs into one.
4.3 Recurrence
In the original Walking Tree Method, we notice that subtrees with thesame leaves
get almost the same results when scanning the same position of the text (Figure
4.11). So, a subtree can re-use a previously computed result. However, becausean
original leaf node actually stores information for both the pattern string P and its
inverse,e(ILI*ITI*(It2))spaceand runtimeareneededto computeall
combinations for L-leaf substrees, whereis P's alphabet (see Figure 4.12). For
DNA or RNA data, I=4. A modification is needed to reduce the
cost to make it practical.105
Tree Scans
ATTG . ATTG . attern
The Text String
Figure 4.11: Both subtrees of the same leaves (labeled with "ATTG") have nearly thesame results
when they scan to the same text position.
P the pattern string and its inversion
P
T
the text string
Figure 4.12: The original method stores both P and its inverse in the leaves of thetree. This design
needs O(ILI*IT(*((2)) space and time to computerecurrences for L-leaf subtrees, where. is P's
alphabet.
4.4 Modification
We can significantly reduce the high cost of computingrecurrences by modifying
the data storing strategy of the Walking Tree slightly. The original Walking Tree
scans the text string T and stores the information of both the pattern string P and its
inverse (Figure 4.12). The new Walking Tree stores P butnot its inverse (Figure
4.13). Also, the new tree scans both T and T's inverse. Thisnew tree reduces thespace and runtime toO(ILI*Tl*IjL5,i.e., reducing both run time and space by a
factor ofQ(ILl)
the pattern string
T
- the text string
Ti
the text string's inversion
Figure 4.13:y reversing the original design of the text and pattern strings, significant
space and runtime for recurrences are saved.
Figure 4.14: Except the rightmost subtree, all other subtrees willscan to the rightmost
position to avoid memorizing the states for successor subtrees touse. The subtrees' scores
and their respective positions will be propagated to their parent nodesso that bigger
subtrees on the left can finish scanning and computations and thenmove to the right.
The e()L*ITI*IJ) space costcan be reduced further by moving all trailer subtrees
to scan the text string until they reach the position of the leading subtree. After all107
other substrees scan to the leading one's position,we need onlye(ILj*(I)Iu)space
for recurrences because now all subtrees are at the leading subtree position (Figure
4.14).
1
ep2
Figure 4.15: First, we move the root's left subtree A to the position of the root's right
subtree B, as indicated by "Step 1". Then, we move A's left subtree and B's left substree to
the positions of A's and B's right subtrees, as indicated by "Step 2". These recursive steps
continue until the subtree we move has only LI leaves. When subtrees move, their scores
and positions of the scores have to be stored. However, the space needed to store thescores
and positions is only e(IpI*log2Ipi).
To achieve this space reduction,we have to move the subtrees in a recursive
divide-and-conquer fashion. First, we move the root's left subtree A to the position
of the root's right subtree B. Then, we move the left subtree of A,say C, and the
left subtree of B, say E, to the position of the right substrees of A and B. We do this108
recursively until the subtree we move has only ILl leaves (Figure 4.15). This
method reduces space usage by a factor of O(ITI).
4.5 Performance Characteristics
For the sequential version, the fast methodruns ine(lLI*IT!*IjIIJ+ IPI*!Tl/ILI) time
usinge(IL*IJ +lpI*log2lpl) space using Sequential Method B of the previously
improved Walking Tree Methods (4.2.3 of thepaper [81). The parallel version runs
in + IPI*ITI/ILVn) time withnprocessors (wherek_<nandkI'')
using O(IL*Ifti + IP!*iogPj) space. Since ((JLj*I)/k) is much smaller than
(IPIIILI/n) in most cases, the speedup is ILl. If ILl is chosen to be (log2IPI / 4),we
have a sub-quadratic sequential runtime ®(IPJ * ITI I log2jPj) for Jj= 4.
5. Whole Genome Alignment
We computed thealignment between Mycoplasma Genitalium (GenBank
Accession Number: NC 000908)[21] (580074 base pairs) and Chlamydia
trachomatis (GenBank Accession Number: NC_000117) [241 (1042519 base pairs)
using 33 Pentium II 300MHz PC's. Parallelizationwas provided by MPICH
(version 1.1.0) [17], which is an implementation of the MPI standard [20]. This
result is shown in TABLE C and D. We chose the twogenomes because both
genomes have more non-putative genes for our test. We find the Walking Tree
Method is capable of finding genes by comparing thegene locations found by the
Walking Tree Method.109
TABLE C TRANSLOCATIONS
Mycoplasma Genitalium Chiamydia trachomatis
Aligned Aligned Genelocations& positionsby positionsby Gene locations &
the Walking annotationsfrom
the Walking annotationsfrom Genflank
TreeMethod Genbank
TreeMethod
256 1919 735 1829dnaI4 821446823163 821366823669cr711
2176 3583 1829 2761MC002 821897823355 821366823669CT711
27264 28671 27345 28448MCO24 106695108042 106796107896ychF
46080 47103 46268 47422MG039 823821824754 823696824868Cr712
79105 80895 79090 81036tktA 881403883220 881422883422tktp
82944 86014 82621 84045MG068 10064621009087 10060221007725ychM
141312141822 141345142055pgsA 934849935299 934794935402pgsA2
159744161279 159797160099M0134 10061801007645 10060221007725ychM
1600711609135G135
169985174847 170009171527MCrrnA16S876065881086 87617487772316SrRNA2
171730174463MCtrA23S 87803988090223SrRNA_2
174692174795MGrrnaSS
178176180223 179153180748nusA 895301897298 894955897366murc/ddlA
182272183295 1828531831915G143 10003401001392 10003691001244map
195073196031 194892195494rpL29 10012061002164 10013021001916yhgN
195494195751rpSl7
195755196123rpLl4
289408290815288752290644140242 824019825251 823696824868CT712
297728299007297649299472dueS 823995825449 823696824868cr712
314433315391 315302315375tRNA-Arg--3 825136826045 824894825916porE
321536322559 321576322412140265 867030868276 867384868757hemN2
325632327679326028327050MG269 699986701988 699026701659CT619
353280355710 354023355129MG289 914508916921 914643915332CT779
355119355856MG290 915488915982CT780
370689371710 373949371962gap 582722583764 583066584070gapA
374785376831 374918376705dnak 894040896085 893892894950Curt
380928382975 381492382724MG308 895301897336 894955897366murc/dd1A
407552409087 407728408792pepP 713351734451 713418714047rs4
408792408953rpL33
410368413439 410663412933140328 716677719585 717087717770cpxR
717949718203CT631
718303718376tRNAPEO_2
718384719973CT632
419841421887420053420274MG335.1 723994725990 723280725427greA
42033342135814G335.2 725436725508ORNAA1a_2
430336433663 430580434458rpoc 351132353971 350487354677rpoC
438784440319438730439236MG342 359103360649 359245359763rhO
439315440355MG343 359785360483ru
477184478462 477168479006gidA 576902578177 576941578773gidA
495616496639 494984496615groEL 126889127919 126336127970groEL1
508928509951 508978509319110406 289629290558 289731290855ybtO
531200531454531219531479rpsl5 994926995240 995075995344rslS
554496555519 554428555612tuE 361978362788 361980363164tufA
564224565247 563991564929ldh 997389998519 997656998162CT848
998190998669CT849TABLE D: INVERSIONS
Mycoplasma Genitaliuin Chlamydia trachomatis
Aligned Aligned Gene locations& S Genelocations& positionsby positionsby
the Walking annotationsfrom
the Walking annotationsfrom
GenBank GenBank TreeMethod Tree Method
543209542186 541860542984MG437 778796779635 778879780060ompA
538089537579 537556538290tpiA 369530370055 369332370156tpiS
516585514538 514991516124MG412 987031989016 986612987712CT838
987715988779CT839
510697509418 509460510836eno 661899663096 661850663124eno
507369506346 506671507201atpH 989259990391 988877989842mesJ
491625490603 490699491004MG388 988052988813 987715988779CT839
491147491530MG389
483817483050 483369483818M0384.1 987950988718 987715988779CT839
474089473067 472884474578thiS 994919995746 995075995344isiS
469480465386 465424466410plsX 985705989887 986612987712CT838
466410468083MG369 987715988779cT839
468152469123MC370 988877989842mesJ
465384463338 4626194646225C366 984668986552 984639986615CT837
464646465434inc
421333420522 420333421358MG335.2 987920988725 987715988779cT839
414184411627 412972414318MG329 984418986985 984639986615CT837
411113410090 409870410676MG327 987370988528 987715988779CT839
403624402922 403136403217SRNA-Leu-2 773331773971 773399773471tRNAThr_3
403226403298tRNA-Lys-2
403308403380tRNA-Thr-2
403385403457tRNA-Val---1
403469403540tR3A-Thr-3
403546403619tRNA-Glu-1
374761374250 373980374741MG304 830838831598 830694831698S1IF
374249373226 372925373998MG303 830224831227 830165830689CT718
372201371179 370949371962gap 834072834950 833859834539ppm
358889357355 357474357890MG291.1 987153988724 987715988779CT839
340457338795 338366340528diphosphate 827292828906 8270508284170T715
828429828794CT716
324073322282 322431324809leuS 762391764053 763363763614CT665
763641763892CT666
307689305898 306293306652MG255.1 821518823277 821366823669CT711
306615306686tRNA-Arg--2
306738306808tRNA-Trp-1
306819307589NG256
298985297706 297649299472dnaE 829883830494 830165830689cT718
257513257258 257268257341SRNA-Pro--1 234211234385 234283234356tRNAMet_3
257348257421tRNA-Met-1
257444257517tRNA-Met--2
252393250602 250807250995rpsu 821405823254 821366823669CT711
250997251440MC211
251443251787MG211.1
251780252586plsc
236008235242 235515236060infc 905977906771 905740906369ppa
196073195562 195494195751rp517 591140591651 591164591532r114
195755196123rpt14
195049190955 191145191780rpL4 591767595772 591793592011r129
191784192104rpL23 592013592429r116
192104192961rpL2 592462593136rs3
192961193224rpSl9 593146593481r122
193227193661rpL22 593500593766rsl9
193664194470rps3 593772594626r12
194476194892rpLl6 594650594985r123
595001595669r14
116712114154 114331114798rpS7 505590508234 505508507592fusA
114808116874fus 507634508107rs7
110056109291 109262109675rplll 360024360813 359785360483ru
360506360931nh
65001 63978 63990 64361M0055 248764249600 248794249372ubiX
64368 64514MG055.h
64528 64911MG055.2
10729 8938 9157 9921M0007 277599279463 276885279329gigs
9924 11252tdhF
4585 2538 2846 4798gyrE 213543215531 212937215351gyrBi
8681 7658 7295 8548setS 264417265460 264304265050fabG111
6. Conclusion
From the result, we found that theWalking Tree Method isa powerful tool for gene
verifying and finding. The technique works by findinga "best" alignment between
sequences. In common with other techniques, the Walking Tree can use a known
gene in one genome to find a corresponding gene in another genome.
The real power of the technique is to find corresponding but unannotated regionsin
different genomes.Preservation of regions across separated species is strong
evidence of biological function. Wegave several examples of the locations of
genes or interesting regions in a variety of organisms. Our fast method makes
alignment of million base sequencesa one day operation. However, we want it to
be even faster. Our future goal for its sequential runtime is(IPI * ITI '(logIPF,2).
The walking tree technique provides methodsto find biologically reasonable string
alignment. Recent advances in genomics have been limited by identification of
genes and promotor regions on the basis of local information. While wholegene
comparisons are desired, they seem to be beyond the ability of current algorithms
whose time and/or space complexity makes alignments ofa hundred kilo bases
impractical. Our continuing improvements of Walking Tree-based algorithms show
a very high degree of parallelization is available, and it can be exploited even on
clusters of simple processors. Our refinement makes alignments often mega base12
strings practical within a week. Alignment of whole Eukaryotegenomes will help
to solve the too few genes for too many proteins paradox.
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Chapter 5 General Conclusion
From our analysis and experiments, we found that the Walking Tree Method isa
powerful tool for gene verifying and finding. The technique works by findinga
"best" alignment between sequences. Incommon with other techniques, the
Walking Tree can use a known gene inone genome to find a corresponding gene in
another genome.
The real power of the technique is to find corresponding but unannotated regions in
different genomes.Preservation of regions across separated species is strong
evidence of biological function. Wegave several examples of the locations of
genes or interesting regions in a variety of organisms. Our fast method makes
alignment of million base sequences a one day operation. However,we want it to
be even faster. Our future goal for its sequential runtime is 8(IPP * TI * (logIPI)2)
The walking tree technique provides methods to find biologically reasonable string
alignment. Recent advances in genomics have been limited by identification of
genes and promotor regions on the basis of local information. While whole gene
comparison are desired, they seem to be beyond the ability of current algorithms
whose time and/or space complexity makes alignments ofa hundred kilo bases
impractical. Our continuing improvements of Walking Tree based algorithms show
a very high degree of parallelization is available, and can be exploited even on
clusters of simple processors. Our refinement makes alignments of tenmega bases115
strings practical within a week. Alignment of whole Eukaryotegenome will help to
solve the too few genes for toomany proteins paradox.
It has been a great adventure to analyze the original Walking Tree method and
develop the new Walking Tree Methods. Hereare some problems for future
research:
.From the analysis of the Fast Walking Tree Methods, itseems to be likely there
exists a(ITI ** (log2IPI)2) sequential runtime algorithm forthe Walking
Tree Methods. Although the Fast Walking Tree Method isvery close to that
performance, it's not easy to scale up with IP! because IP! has to bea power of 2.
.Since approximate string matching does pair-wise comparisons similarto
polynomial multiplication, the Fast Fourier Transformseems to be useful for
Walking Tree Methods. If such a solution exists, we might obtaina((tTi + P1)
* log2(ITI+ P1) sequential runtime Walking Tree Method.
The Suffix Tree Algorithm [40, 57, 591seems to be helpful in many other
methods. Maybe it will be discovered useful in speedingup Walking Tree
Methods further.IIE
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